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This is the overview of the course and 
exam preparation that you will need for 

Coach Hayes’ Class.

* *

*The Early Foundations period of 
history

*8,000 b.c.e. to 600 b.c.e.

*5% required WHAP content

*

*Breaks and Continuities for the time between 
8,000 b.c.e. and 600 b.c.e.

*

*Agriculture as a Climate Response

*Food Production, pro’s and con’s
* More free time, predictable harvest, larger pop, specialization

* Disease, conflict, environmental challenges, 

*Demographic Effect, sedentary/class stratification

*Pastoralism, Domestication of animals, Dog-HORSE-pig/goat-cattle

*EX of early skilled workers-Pottery, Plows, Textiles, Metallurgy, Wheels

*Wealth begins with the storage of grain, then metals
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*

*Civilization? Key Traits (cities, writing, specialized workers, government, 
technology)

*Agri-Surplus=Specialization+Trade (segmented)

*Conflict and Environmental Challenges begin with sedentary food 
production, and the protection of fertile land and trade routes

*Need to Know: Meso, Egypt, Harappa, Shang, Olmec, Chavin (and 
their rivers/locations)

*Statebuilding, what is the process? Empires vs. City-States as early 
examples (Assyria-Persia vs. Sumeria-Greece)

*Need Early Civilizations and their Contributions, Phoenicia, Hittite, 
Hebrews, New and Old Babylon *

*Pastoral Nomads, traders and raiders, when 
and why? Proto-Indo’s/Aryans as example

*Horses, Chariots give advantage

*PESC, begins:

*Culture, Laws, Language, Literature, Religion, 
Myths, Art, Architecture

*Ziggurat vs. Pyramid, Defensive Walls, 
Streets/Roads, Sewage Systems (harappa)

*Artisans, skilled workers are the first specialists 
after priests and warriors

Coach Hayes, all periods, 2013

*

*Record Keeping: Cuneiform (sumeria), Hieroglyphics 
(egypt), Pictographs (china), Alphabets (phoenicia), 
Quipus (inca)

*Code of Hammurabi, first law code/lex talionis

*Religion:  Vedic Hinduism, Hebrew monotheism, 
Zoroastrianism

*Trade [Egypt-Mesopotamia-Harappa, but not China]

*Gender, transition to Patriarchy in sedentary 
societies (why?) Pastoral (why not so much?)

*Need to Know: Epic of Gilgamesh, Rig Veda, Egyptian 
Book of the Dead So how did we get from below to above?  The answer is in history
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*

*The Classical Period in History

*600 b.c.e. to 600 c.e.

*15% required WHAP content

*

o Size of empires and states increased: 

o Southwest Asia: Persian Empires

o East Asia: Qin and Han Empire

o South Asia: Gupta and Maurya Empires 

o Mediterranean Region: Phoenicia, Greek city-
states, Hellenistic and Roman Empires   

o Contact between regions increased as empires increased

o Eurasian Silk Roads

o Trans-Saharan Caravan Routes

o Religions/belief systems bonded  people and provided an 
ethical code

o Judaism: Hebrew Scriptures

o Hinduism: Sanskrit Scriptures

o Shared beliefs reinforced political stratification

o Caste System contributed to the development of 
political and social roles

o Rulers used religion and military to ensure and justify 
their rule

o Mandate of heaven; rulers considered “divine” 

o Beliefs and practices varied greatly among regions, thus 
creating conflict

o Tensions between Christians and Romans

*

*Buddhism (India  SE Asia, Central Asia, N Asia):
* Ideas about desire, suffering, & the search for enlightenment 

were a reaction to Vedic beliefs; spread to by support from 
Emp. Ashoka, missionaries, merchants, & educational 
institutions.

*Confucianism (China  E Asia, SE Asia):
* Promote social harmony in social relationships for Chinese 

people & rulers; created by Confucius, elaborated by disciples. 

*Daoism (China): 
* Core belief in balance b/w humans and nature; hopes of 

altering the political system; influenced the Chinese culture.

*Greco-Roman (Greek & Roman Empires):
* philosophy & science emphasized logic, empirical observation, 

& nature of political power.

*Christianity (Judea [Israel]  Roman Empire, 
Mediterranean): 

* Ideas recorded by disciples; the teachings & divinity of Jesus 
of Nazareth; ideas  based on Judaism and rejected 
Roman/Hellenistic influences

* Spread by missionaries and merchants into Afro-Eurasia; 
eventually gained Roman support  

*Belief systems affected gender roles. Buddhism and Christianity 
encouraged monastic life and Confucianism emphasized filial piety.

*Other religious and cultural traditions continued parallel to the codified, 
written belief systems in core civilizations.
*Shamanism and animism continued to shape the lives of people within and 

outside of core civilizations because of their daily reliance on the natural 
world.

*Ancestor Veneration: 

*Artistic expressions, including literature and drama, architecture, and 
sculpture, show distinctive cultural developments.
*Literature and drama acquired distinctive forms that influenced artistic 

developments in neighboring regions and in later time periods.

*Distinctive architectural styles developed in many regions in this period.

2.1 III Development and 
Influence of Religion 
and Art on Early 
Societies
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2.1 IV - Shamanism and Animism continued 
to shape the lives of people within and 
outside of core civilizations because of 
their daily reliance on the natural world. 
Ancestor veneration also persisted in many 
regions like Africa, Mediterranean region, 
East Asia, and Andean areas.

Shamanism and Animism are traditional belief systems that believe that 
the entire world is alive and interconnected.
Shamanism:
• Is found in almost all cultures around the world like in Native Americans.
• Is used to physically heal and gain spiritual enlightenment. Restore belief 

through ceremonies, music, and witchcraft
• A shaman is a healer, spiritual leader, and mediator between the spirits 

and people. 
Animism:
• Belief that spirits and souls inhabit the features of nature.
• It is commonly found in African religions due to their belief in ancestor 

veneration.
Ancestor veneration:
• The custom of worshiping deceased ancestors, whose spirits are still 

believed to have affects on family life. (China, Rome, Africa)
• In honor of ancestors sacrifices and offerings 

are made during ceremonies.

*

*Literature and drama acquired distinctive forms that 
influenced artistic developments in neighboring regions and 
in later time periods.

* The long ages of isolation from other cultures enriched and developed the 
cultural styles of regions around the globe.

* Examples:

* Greek plays such as Aeschylus and Sophocles, Myths of Hesiod

* Indian epics such as Ramayana

*Distinctive architectural styles developed in many regions.
* Architectural styles differed according to the regions’ cultures (Religion), 

climate, and resources available to that region. 

* Examples:

* Ziggurats in Mesopotamian Cultures

* Pyramids of the Ancient Egyptian Civilization

* Distinctive Arches and Columns in Roman Architecture

* Hindu Temples and Ashoka’s Pillars

SamuraisRule!!!

Unique forms of clothing 
styles also became 
present during around 
the world…

VS

Alexander/Hellenism/Proof

*

• As states and empires grew in size and 
population, conflicts were more frequently 
seen for resources and land.

Some empires expanded 
dramatically; allowing them 
to create powerful military 
technology, administrative 
institutions, and new military 
and political elites.

• Expanding empires needed to develop 
policies to control their ethnically and 
culturally diverse populations.

• Expanding too far created political, 
cultural, administrative, environment, 
social, and economic problems as they 
exploited their lands and gave advantages 
to the privileged classes.

• Revisit the Conrad-Demarest Model of 
Empire

*

*STATES AND EMPIRES
* Southwest Asia:

* Persian Empires: Achaemenid, Parthian, 
Sassanid

*Mediterranean:
* Phoenicia and its colonies, Greek city-states 

and its colonies, and Hellenistic and Roman 
Empires

*East Asia:
* Qin and Han Empires

* South Asia:
* Mauryan and Gupta Empires

*Mesoamerica:
* Teotihuacan, Maya city-states

*Andean South America:
* Moche

Conrad-Demarest Preconditions 
of Empires:
• State-level Gov.
• High agricultural potential
• Environmental mosaic
• Power vacuum
• Mutual Antagonism among 

states  
• Adequate military resources
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*Administrative 
institutions:

●Centralized 
Governments

●Elaborate legal 
systems and 

bureaucracies

*Political domination 
over large areas 
required:
*Diplomacy

*Building fortifications, defensive 
walls, and roads

*Developing supply lines

*Drawing new groups of military 
officer and soldiers from the local 
populations or conquered peoples

In order to organized 
their government 
efficiently, rulers 

used Administrative 
Institutions

Empires such as the Qin 
Dynasty were able to 
create successful empires 
though the promotion of 
trade, building and 
maintaining roads, and 
issuing currencies 

*2.2 III Emergence of Cities and Complex Societies

*Cities emerge as dominant PESC structure

*City-States (circa 3200 B.C.E.) –control 
surrounding area (ex: Athens –below)

* Governments fund building projects. Attacks from 
outsiders lead to wall building and military 
development. Kingships evolve with cooperation of 
nobles.

*Social structure emerges, cities provide 
opportunities for accumulation of wealth

* Social classes include: cultivators, laborers, slaves, 
artisans, merchants, elites, or caste groups

* Imperial societies maintain agricultural 
production 
* small scale irrigation 6000 B.C.E., Bronze 

agricultural tools, cuneiform (above) in 
Mesopotamia keeps track of food storage, 
corveés- unpaid labor for large building projects

* Patriarchy dominates in first cities
* Hammurabi’s code: man is head of the family
* Women have few rights by 2000 B.C.E., wear 

veils by 1500 B.C.E.

*2.2 IV- Creation of 
political, cultural, and 
administrative 
difficulties of The 
roman, han, Persian, 
mauryan, and gupta 
empires

What led to the decline, collapse, and 
transformation of empires and states?
*External Problems resulted from security issues along 
their frontier, including the threat of invasions.

*Han and Xiongnu

*Gupta and White Huns

*Romans and northern and eastern neighbors

*Huns and Germans

Mobilization:
*Imperial governments cause 
environmental damage that cause social
and economic difficulties.

*Deforestation

*Desertification

*Soil erosion

*Silted Rivers

Large-scale empires Creation of long-distance trade: 
Demand for raw materials and luxury goods caused empires to interact through the 
East Hemisphere, linking major ports + commercial cities together, thus creating trans-
regional (water & land) roads (i.e. The Silk Road)

Creation of long-distance trade  Diffusion of technology, 
religion/cultural beliefs, food crops, domesticated animals, 
diseases, and people: As empires traded and interacted, various PESC 
elements spread as well. Progressively, exports and imports of goods became amplified 
to a level that reached the Americas and the Oceania networks. While empires crossed 
oceans and lands, they caused epidemics, spread political techniques, agricultural 
items, and beliefs. 

*

Even though I was 
castrated, I still wrote 130 

chapters that reveal the 
history of early imperial 
China... You’re welcome 

future APWH kids.

 Sima Qian
Emperor Han Wudi 
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*

Silk Roads
 Pastoral nomads trade with societies 

(China with Mesopotamia)
 Trade goods, religion, technology, 

and disease 
Indian Ocean
 Silk Roads sea lanes (monsoons)
 Pottery, spices, ivory
Trans-Saharan
 Use of camel and saddle allowed 

travel through the Sahara
 Salt, palm oil, olives, wheat, and 

wild animals 
 Gold-salt trade between west African 

Empires and Mediterranean/Europe
Mediterranean Basin
 Africa into Mediterranean 
 Kush v. Egypt, Axum v. Kush, Ethiopia 

v. Axum
 Christianity spread

4 Major Trade Routes 

*

A. New technologies permitted the use of domesticated pack animals to transport goods 
across longer routes. 

• Horses, oxen, llamas, and camels were utilized for trade across trade routes
• The domestication of camels was significant in hot areas like the Trans-Saharan Trade 

routes. Saddles on camels (arab invention) for example were a significant development, 
people could ride camels for longer, and could carry things on or in it. 

B. Innovation in maritime technologies, as well as advanced knowledge of the monsoon winds, 
stimulated exchanges along maritime routes from East Africa to East Africa.
• Lateen sails: triangular sail attached to a short mast, introduced by Chinese and Arabs
• Dhow ships: Arabic boats that were used for fishing and commercial activities 

Religious and Cultural traditions were 
transformed as they spread.
• Christianity for example, experienced a 

change in its official status after its 
adoption in Rome. (Emperor Theodosius) 

• Buddhism spread along the Silk Road by 
the merchants and beliefs also spread to 
SE Asia.

The spread in crops from South Asia and 
the Middle East encouraged changes in 
farming and irrigation techniques like 
the Qanat system. 
• The Qanat system was a Persian 

underground canal that helped with 
irrigation.

Qanat
System, 
you need 
to know 
it!

*

*The Post Classical Time Period

*600 c.e. to 1450 c.e.

*20% required WHAP content
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*

*Afro-Eurasia and Americas remain separate

* Increased volume of trade (Dar al-Islam)

* Unprecedented concentration of wealth and 
intensification of cross-cultural exchange

* Innovations in transportation, state policies, 
and mercantile practices

* Technological and biological diffusions (Dar 
al-Islam)

* Pastoral or nomadic groups sustain network

*Expansion of empires

*Promotion of Islam

*(Dar al-Islam)

*Did I say (Dar al-Islam)

3.1 Introduction: Expansion and Intensification of 
Communication and Exchange Networks 

*

Banking
• More trade = more money
• New forms of monetization created 

to protect interests of traders
• The Chinese create paper 

money, a lighter/more 
transportable currency than 
coins

• Islamic empires created first systems 
of:

• Credit*!
• Checks*!
• Banks*!
• Insurance*!

Maritime Innovations
• New inventions of the time period prove 

to be game changers to contemporary 
maritime travel

• Compass*, invented by the Chinese
• Astrolabe*, from the Hellenistic 

Mediterranean

Existing Trade Routes
• Higher volume of trade resulted in the development of:

• Silk Roads
• Silk, porcelain, lacquerware
• Caravanserais*!
• Which nomadic group was the main facilitator of 

trade for this trade route?
• Mediterranean Sea
• Trans-Saharan

• Camels/camel saddles*!
• Indian Ocean Basins

• Cotton textiles
• Spices

3.1 I ‐ Commercial growth was facilitated by state practices, trading organizations, and state‐sponsored 

infrastructures. The expansion of empires facilitated Trans‐Eurasian trade and communication as new 
peoples were drawn into their conquerors’ economies and trade networks (600 C.E. to 1450 C.E.)

Commercial Growth
• State practices: standardized currency (coins and paper money), government supervised 

production and sale, occupation of strategic locations (Strait of Melaka), stops along major routes 
(caravanserais, Mongol posts), overseas expeditions (Zheng He) 

• Trading organizations: Hanseatic League, Lombard League, joint ventures
• Infrastructures: irrigation (qanats), canals (Grand Canal), reservoirs, roads, market centers (agora) 
Expansion of Empires and Effects on Trade
• Communication: more efficient, more frequent, greater spread (pacified regions= less resistance)
• Trade networks: Silk Road and Pax Mongolica, Phoenicia's sea networks, Indian Ocean Trade 

(emporia), Trans‐Saharan trade routes
• Economies: Turkish control of Abbasid caliphate and Byzantium, China and its tributary states

* 3.1 II Migration and their environmental 
impact

Migration causes linguistic effects:

• Spread of Bantu languages, 

including Swahili, as a result of Bantu migrations

• Spread of Turkic and Arabic languages due to 

extensive trade

Migration causes spread of knowledge and technological adaptations:

• Bantu migrations facilitated transmission 

of iron technologies and agricultural techniques 

in Sub-Saharan Africa

• Maritime migrations of the Polynesian peoples 

cultivated transplanted foods and domesticated 

animals

MUST KNOW: African and Jewish Diasporas 
through time, Push vs. Pull factors
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*

* Islam: Muhammad, Arabian Peninsula
* Influenced by Jews, Christians, Zoroastrians, local Arabs

* Islam expanded due to military, merchants/missionaries, weakness of 
surrounding empires

*Diasporic communities along trade routes; blended cultures
*Muslims in Indian Ocean basin, Chinese in SE Asia

*Knowledge conveyed through trader’s accounts
* Ibn Battuta, Marco Polo, Mansa Musa, where?

*Diffusion of cultural traditions/religion (Neo-confucianism, Buddhism, 
Islam)

*Spread of science/technology – Mathematics, Greek philosophy, East Asian 
printing press/gunpowder

Islamic Expansion

* Spread of Crops

* Sub-Saharan African trade brought 
citrus fruits, cotton, and rice. 

* Sugarcane came from Muslim 
Merchants to Mediterranean basin.

* Bubonic Plague

* Diffused quickly because of trade routes.

* Started in China and spread along rats 
carrying fleas through the Eastern 
Hemisphere.

* Technology

* Gunpowder Technology

* Mongols used gunpowder from China, 
then it diffused to all of Europe. *

Gold/Salt 
Trade across 
Sahara 
linked Africa 
to Europe

*

*After collapse of empires, governments were reconstituted 
and combined innovation with traditional sources of power
Sources of power: Patriarchy, Religion and Land-owning elites

Innovations: Taxation, tributary systems and religious institution were 
adapted

*New forms of governance were formed (city-states and 
decentralized governments)
Islamic States: Abbasids, Muslim Iberia and Delhi Sultanates

City States: Italian Peninsula, East Africa, Southeast Asia and Americas

Feudalism in Europe and Japan

*States combined local and borrowed traditions
Chinese traditions that influenced states in Japan

Persian traditions that influenced Islamic states

QuattroCentro?

*

• Increased trade and caused by the silk road increased a cities prosperity but also 
brought along diseases and epidemics, the worst epidemic would be the “Black 
Plague”.

• The ice age earlier as well created problems in agricultural production causing a 
decline in food, and population.

• Along with invasions and cities markedly decline economically and socially
• Ex.  In Europe with many important people dying (merchants, bankers, priest, rulers and bureaucrats) caused labor shortages 

causing social unrest.

• Prosperity came back when major epidemics ended; Temperatures rose creating 
agricultural production leading to increased food production and eventual 
urbanization and economic revival in the world.

• Created an emergence for new cities such as Florence in the twelfth century  and already established cities such as Paris and
Toledo increasing trade and production.

• Chinese also became powerful showing off their wealth in Zheng He’s expeditions.

Athens        Italy
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*

* Reconstituted governments combined traditional sources of power with 
innovations after the collapse of empires
1. Innovations: Religious institutions, taxation, tributary systems
2. Sources: Religion, patriarchy, land-owning elites

* New forms of government emerged
1. Islamic States: Abbasids, Muslim Siberia, Delhi Sultanates
2. City-states: Italian Peninsula, East Africa, Southeast Asia, Americas
3. Feudalism: Europe and Japan

* States synthesize and borrow local traditions
1. Persian traditions influence Islamic states: Veiling of women, adoption of art, 

architecture, and urban living
2. Chinese traditions influence Japanese states: Intro. of written language, Buddhism and 

Confucianism, organization of Japanese Imperial Court

* In the Americas state systems expanded in scope and reach
* Growth of Mexica           Expansion wars, politically with leaders, agriculture
* Growth of Mayan-city state             Large scale urbanism, created multitude of small 

kingdoms
* Growth of Incan           Extreme Expansion, 
The Inca Empire became a patchwork of languages, cultures and peoples.
Most powerful in the area at that time, because they could turn an ordinary villager or 

farmer into a soldier, ready for battle. 

*What did conflicts and contacts do to spread states 
and/or empires ideals/Abbasid, Tang, Mongols, and 
The Crusades? 
* In the battle of Talas River in 751 the Abbasids not only stopped the 

Tang’s expansion into central Asia it also brought Islam to the Turks.

* Though many parts of the crusades (1095-1400’s) were a major 
failure by the Europeans it still opened trade to the silk road for 
the Europeans as well as trade to the Arab merchants them selves. 
It also created specialization in Europe giving the new things to 
trade.

* The Mongols’ constant expansion spread their influence all the way 
from eastern Asia to Persia to  eastern and northern Europe. They 
encouraged marriage between them and their concord people 
spreading their ideals further. (1200-1480’s)

*3.2II

*

• A growing population strained 
food supplies of people around 
the world during this time period. 
As a result, innovations in 
agriculture such as terracing 
techniques and chinampa  fields 
helped facilitate agricultural  
production around the world. 

• Ex. 
Europe- Moldboard Plow

China- Terracing Techniques,  
Champa rice- A fast ripening rice 
that required less water and labor to 
produce.
Africa- Iron Plow

*

• With the creation of new trade 
routes, regions around the world 
were able to learn new techniques 
to improve their Industrial 
Production.  

3.3.1

Ex. 
-Chinese terracing 
techniques spread to other 
parts of Asia.
-Food crops such as 
manioc spread from Latin 
America to Africa.

* Mongols, Spain, England, Native 
Americans, North Africans and Southeast 
Asians as examples

* PESC Analysis:
P- Expansion of nomadic empires caused 
changes in cross-cultural encounters
E- Exploration of new regions= more 
economic surplus of merchandise from 
foreign lands
S- Expansion of trade routes= expansion of 
religion (i.e. Christian and Muslim 
missionaries in North Africa and Southeast 
Asia)
C- Along with religious expansion came 
changes in the architecture of monuments 
(i.e. Western Europe throughout 
Renaissance) 

*
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*

*The Early Modern Period

*1450 c.e. to 1750 c.e.

*20% required WHAP content

*

*Technological Innovations
* Stern Post Rudder, cross and back 

staffs, astrolabe

* Volta do mar

*Transoceanic Voyaging
* Christopher Columbus, Vasco De Gama, 

Ferdinand Magellan, Captain James 
Cook

*New trade networks
* Columbian Exchange, Atlantic 

Slave Trade, Manila Galleons

* Spread of Disease (smallpox)

* Spread of Culture

* New crops/animals from 
Americas                                                                                                                     

* Effects of new American crops?



Transoceanic voyaging marked the beginning of  
interconnection of the Eastern and Western hemispheres.

 3 effects of trade made between the Eastern & Western 
hemispheres where

 Diseases (smallpox, measles, and influenza) which kill 
native populations.

New regional markets and financial centers were 
established.(Which this increased demand, created a 
need for Slaves to farm  cash crop like tobacco and sugar 
in the new world) . 

Religion, slavery , diets and crops (okra, rice, Africa to 
America), (potatoes, maize, manioc, America to Europe) 
new diet will  increases population during this time.

 Advancements in cartography and 
navigation technologies  allow 
transoceanic travel and trade
 Understanding of global winds 

and current patterns

 Interactions between the Eastern and 
Western resulted in the Columbian 
Exchange.
 Many crops/natural resources were 

exchanged plus diseases were also 
distributed  between both 
hemispheres.

 Americas suffered through the 
Dempgraphic Catastrophe of 
Smallpox from Europe

 Interactions helped expand and 
spread existing religions
 Syncretic and new forms of 

religion developed

 Creation of global economy and 
commercialization circulated around 
silver from the Americas.

4.1 Globalizing Networks of 
Communication and Exchange
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-global trade patterns changed dramatically
-made ships sail faster and farther 
-interaction became more common, world became smaller
-transoceanic travel and trade became possible, excluding Americas and Oceania 
-led Atlantic Ocean trade into the Pacific Ocean
-lead to European colonization in Canary and Maderia Islands and   

the Azores
 New tools

*Abacus          *Astrolabe
* Revised and Star Maps *Magnetic compass
*Sextant        *Flying Money

New Ship Designs                  
-dhows by Chinese
-junks by European
-caravel
-lateen sail
-steerable rudder
Compare European Explorations of 1400’s 

& Zheng He Explorations of 1400’s

* New Understanding of Global Wind 
Patters

-Monsooms
~irrigation systems in India

-Atlantic System Circular Pattern *

Motives for exploration (Voyages were expensive! It was like buying five iPhones for that time! Why did they want to 
explore?)

 Search for basic resources, areas for cash cropping

 Spread of Christianity

 Find new trade routes

Advancements in technology leading to exploration

 Magnetic compass

 Astrolabes

 Cross staff, back staff

 Empires that worked to explore 

 Chinese: Although many other countries were finding ways TO GO TO CHINA, the Chinese were already in China (duh), 
so unlike other empires, they want to show their power!

Children! I am Zheng He! Do you know why I can 
travel so far? BECAUSE I CAN TELL THE LATITUDE. 
My mother got me a cross staff for Chinese New 
Years. Yay!♥

 Portuguese: Enthusiasts for exploration, they built schools to learn navigation, 
which allowed for them to visit the world and establish a good empire to trade 
globally (i.e. West Africa)

 Spanish: The birth of the desire of exploration in Europe (so basically, they made 
people want to explore). Who did they sponsor who helped that? (Hint hint: His 
initials are CC)

*
Manila Galleons 

* From Manila, Spanish 
galleons carried Asian luxury 
goods to Mexico and 
exchanged  them for silver.

* Silver was brought to China 
where it was traded for gold. 

* The gold was brought to 
Japan to trade for more 
silver and luxury goods.

Joint-stock Companies

* Spread the risks attached to 
expensive business enterprises

* The direct ancestors of 
contemporary multinational 
corporations

Atlantic Ocean Trade
* European manufactured 

goods traveled west across 
the Atlantic in exchange for 
silver from Mexican and 
Peruvian mines. 

* European textiles, guns, and 
other manufactured goods 
went south to west Africa in 
exchange for slaves. 

*

* Columbian Exchange: Diffusion of 
new plants, food crops,  migrants,  
livestock, and diseases between 
the eastern and western 
hemispheres

* Introduction of American food 
crops

>Maize, Manioc, Potatoes

* Introduction of European food 
crops

>Citrus fruits and Wheat 

* New Cash Crops $$

>Sugar & Tobacco

* Exchange of diseases

>Smallpox , Influenza, Measles 

* Domesticated Animals from 
Europe to Americas 

>Horses, Cattle, Pigs 

Massive decline in population 
during 1500-1800 due to 
epidemics. Decrease in over 
one hundred million 
people!!!

Slave Trade 
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*
* Islam’s expanded toward Afro-Eurasia 

and adapted to their own cultural 
practices

* Ex: Ghana converted to Islam because the Muslim 
were willing to support states that converted to 
their religion. Ghana had a history of magic and 
idols, and so they combined magic and kept idol, 
but combined it with Islam

* Islam’s split
* While Sunnis believed that anyone can be the leader and Shi’as 

believed only the relatives of Abraham can be leader, the conflict 
became phenomenal (~670 c.e.). Internal conflict caused many 
problems for the Islamic empire. As states broke up, they 
practiced different forms of Islam (Sufism)

* As Christianity defused, believers changed it to 
their liking

* Ex: Roman Catholicism-Papal Worship, Caesaropapism-Byzantine 
Orthodoxy* Reformation

* The Roman Catholic church became more and more 
corrupted and soon rose the Protestants with Martin 
Luther as the leader (1517)

* Buddhism gradually became popular 
in Asia

* Buddhism spread to China because the silk roads 
(after the fall of the Han)

* New religions spread to the new world
* Ex: Vodun (aka: voodoo) in Haiti

*
* Europe

* In Italy, artists such as da Vinci and 
Masaccio relied on linear perspective to 
bring forth realism in their new 
innovated forms of art

* Sculptors such as Donatello and 
Michelangelo aimed to convey the 
natural poses of humans and life

* Architectures constructed domed 
building along with classic Greek and 
Roman-like buildings.

4.1.7

* Middle East and South Asia

* In an area that was predominantly Muslim, 
representational art was secular and in the form 
of miniature paintings

* Miniature painting offered insight to Muslim life, 
culture, and aesthetic values.

* Miniatures depicted social classes and their roles 
in society

*

* Increased food production in 1450– 1750 led to:

- New and advanced methods of agriculture and labor 
systems 

- Population growth in both the  Eastern Hemisphere and 
the Americas

* Mita
* Encomienda  Hacienda system 
* Engehno

- New social 
structures, ethnic, and 
racial identifications

- New trade patterns in Western Hemisphere

* Slave Trade
* Columbian Exchange

The labor 
and working 
system of 
engehno
(sugar mills)

4.2 I: The 
growing global 
demand for raw 
materials and 
finished 
products was 
fulfilled with the 
increase and 
change of 
peasant 
agriculture, the 
expansion of 
plantations and 
the increasing 
demand for 
labor. 

*Peasant labor grew in several regions

*The demand for slaves was continuous as 
slaves were still being incorporated in 
households and they were still being shipped 
into other places such as the Mediterranean and 
the Indian Ocean.

As the economy in plantations 
grew, the demand for slaves 
increased. 

*Colonial economies depended of 
coerced labor.

(c. 1450-c. 1750)

Forced 
work

*Slavery
*Indenture servitude
*Domestic servants 
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• Spain control in Americas: Peninsulares
• Qing Dynasty in China: Manchus
• Increase in trade: entrepreneurs/Merchants in 

cities 

* Imperial conquest & widening global economic opportunities 
formed new political and economical elites

*

* Power of existing political and economical elites 
fluctuated as challenges opposed their ability to 
affect monarchs & leaders

• Zamindars in Mughal empire Vs. Peasants 
• Daimyo in Japan Vs. Shoguns & Emperor Mutsuhito “Meiji”

* Gender and family restructuring occur including demographic 
changes in Africa from slave trades.

* Demographic changes in the Americas brought new 
ethnic & racial classifications:

• Peninsulares
• Creoles
• Mestizos
• Mulattos

• Family life disrupted, males transported across 
Atlantic.

• Populations reduced
• Increased African dependency on importation of 

European technology, lessening technological 
development in African kingdoms

4.2 I: The 
growing global 
demand for raw 
materials and 
finished 
products was 
fulfilled with the 
increase and 
change of 
peasant 
agriculture, the 
expansion of 
plantations and 
the increasing 
demand for 
labor. 

*Peasant labor grew in several regions

*The demand for slaves was continuous as 
slaves were still being incorporated in 
households and they were still being 
shipped into other places such as the 
Mediterranean and the Indian Ocean.

As the economy in plantations 
grew, the demand for slaves 
increased. 

*Colonial economies depended of 
coerced labor. Forced 

work

4.3 State Consolidation and Imperial Expansion

Empires expanded around the world but faced 
adversities (cultural, ethnic,Diversity, etc.) 
• Columbus ‐> Columbian Exchange
• Vasco da Gama ‐> Cape of Good Hope
• Portugal ‐> Malacca, Indonesia, Madeira Islands, 

Azares Islands. Portugal and Spain were the first to 
lead way for European imperial expansion

• English ‐> New World
Effects
• Trans‐Atlantic trade
• Capitalism‐ economic system based on ownership of 

property and investments (British East India 
Company vs. Dutch East India Company)

• Atlantic Slave Trade
• Agriculture surplus‐ sugarcane production from 

South America to European. Food crops and 
livestock introduced and produced. As food 
production increase, population too.

• Ethnic diversity‐ peninsulares, creoles, zambos.
• Cultural Assimilation‐ Religion‐Native Americans 

and European assimilation to Christianity to ease 
tension.

• European states established maritime empires.

*Rulers used:

* Arts to display their power
• (Ex. Monumental architecture, urban design, literature, 

visual arts)

*Religious ideas to legitimize their rule
• (Ex. European notion of divine rights, Safavid use of 

shiism, Mexica/Aztec practice of human sacrifice.)

*Treated different ethnic and religious groups to 
use their economic contributions to limit their 
ability to challenge authority of state.
• (Ex. Ottoman treatment of non-Muslims, Manchu policies 

toward Chinese)

*Recruited bureaucratic elites, as well as the 
development of military professionals.

• (Ex. Ottoman devshrime, Chinese examination 
system)

*Tribute collection and tax farming to generate 
revenue for territorial expansion.
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Gunpowder made it possible for European and Chinese conquest of the world 
Colonization of the Americas and the increased size of “Gunpowder Empires”

 Following the Spanish conquest of 1492, 5 European countries set out to take as much 
land and as many resources as possible, resources that in turn would spawn global 
population increase for centuries to come.

 Armed trade became an influential part of global economics

Spain: Mexico
Portugal: Brazil
Britain: Eastern Coast of N.A.
French: Haiti 
Dutch: Guiana

Gunpowder Empires (Land-Based Empires)
Other empires saw no need to participate in Trans-Atlantic 
conquest because of land-based expansion into other territories
 Russia  Siberia
 Manchus (Qing)  Expansion into Central Asia
 Ottomans (Anatolia)  Mesopotamia, Africa, Byzantine
 Mughal  Conquest of India

*

* Competition over trade routes
* Ottoman-Euro rivalry in the Indian Ocean/Piracy in the 

Caribbean
* France & Britain fighting for influence in the Indian 

Ocean trade as the Omani merchants gained 
influence.

* State Rivalries
* 30 Years War

* Fought mostly in Germany beginning in 1618, involved 
majority of European countries; started out as a religious 
was involving the Holy Roman Empire

* Ottoman-Safavid Conflict
* Conflict between the Sunni Muslims (Ottomans) and Shia 

Muslims (Safavid)

* Local Resistance to Government
* Samurai Revolts 

* Overthrowing of the Samurai warrior class by the 
government led to rebellion by the warriors

* Peasant Uprisings in Russia
* Citizens were unhappy with their way of life (famine, 

poverty) and blamed the government, leading to rebellion

*

*The Age of Revolutions

*1750 c.e. to 1900 c.e.

*20% required WHAP content Period 5: 
Industrialization and 
Global Integration,  
c. 1750 to c. 1900

Industrialization: 
Enclosure Movement in Agriculture    Manufacture of 
goods and services industrially (urbanization-low wages-

ventures)Driving forces?   –
work force –
competition – raw 
materials  -larger 
cities –technology –
hope of success 
through 
entrepreneurship

Effects?  -Better 
transportation – new 
discoveries –poor living 
conditions –kid labor –disease 
due to factories –pollution –
quick manufacturing –
Increased trade - GLOBAL 
INTEGRATION  

Industrial Revolution!
*Not quick!
-Slow and gradual.

Urban vs. Rural 
Farms vs. Factories

*Great Britain, where the industrial rev. 
began.

Key technology: 
flying shuttle, water 
frame, steam 
power(engines) 
,power loom, cotton 
gin and much more! 

Period 5 Intro
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The first to go threw 
industrialization was Great 

Britain 

* Industrialization refers to a process 
that transformed agrarian and 
handicraft-centered economies into a 
economy that is distinguished by 
industry and machine

* Urbanization 

* Improved agriculture productivity 

* The accumulation of capital 

* Access to foreign resources 

* The distribution of coal iron and 
timber 

* Abundance of rivers and canals 

*

Britain monopoly over industrialization ended when 
enterprising entrepreneurs 
Recognized profitable opportunities in foreign
lands.                                 
 European and North American business people 

noticed Great Britain and did not hesitate to 
industrialize their own economies 

 The French revolution, Napoleonic wars helped set 
the stage for industrialization in western  Europe 

 Industrialization in America began in the 1820s 
when entrepreneurs lured British crafts workers to 
New England and built cotton textile industries               

*

 Need of raw materials            increased food supplied for the growing 
population 
 This led to the growth of export economies that specialized in mass producing 

single natural resources such as cotton, wheat, metals and minerals, etc. The 
profit from these single natural resources used to purchased finished goods. 

Rapid development of industrial production           declining agriculturally 
based economy 
 Example: textile production in India         

 Increase in productivity caused by industrial production            led 
industrialized states to seek new consumer markets for their finished goods 
Example: The British and French attempts to open the Chinese market during the 

nineteenth century 
 Need for specialized and limited metals for industrial production            led to 

global development of extensive mining centers 
Example: copper mines in Mexico; Gold and diamond mines in South Africa 

Industrialization in 
Countries

Other countries that 
cannot  compete are de-

industrialized (india)

Countries already 
dependent become even 

moreso

Exception? Japan 1850 
why?

*

* Transnational Businesses- Business that operated in more 
than one country; usually dominated certain goods or 
services; often ran smaller companies out of business.

* United Fruit Company (1871): U.S. company that 
dominated the banana trade in much of Latin America.

Concept 5.1, III

United Fruit Company:
Shows domination of 
foreign people for profit

* In the time between 1750 and 1914, economic systems such as capitalism, 
mercantilism, and liberalism arose, changing the way in which governments 
ran their economy and created new, super-companies.

* Adam Smith -- Wealth of Nations (1776)--“People of the same trade seldom 
meet together, even for merriment and diversion, but the conversation ends 
in a conspiracy against the public, or in some contrivance to raise prices.”

* Capitalism- An economic system in which private companies make 
goods and services available in a free market and everyone contributes.

* John Stuart Mill (1806-1873)

* Liberalism- Accepted change as normal and sought to manage change in 
a way to best suit society. Championed Enlightenment and favored 
Republican government.

* Effects? Capitalism led to a more consumer-run economy, while liberalism 
helped usher in changes, such as the French Revolution in 1789.

* Financial instruments helped to shape industry and the current economy.

* Stock Market- All people allowed to buy shares of joint-stock and other 
large corporations and later sell for profit. Black Thursday-- 1929 Stock 
Market Crash

*

* Railroads

* Quick; facilitated trade in raw materials 
and distribution of manufactured goods; 
example: Trans-Siberian Railroad

* Steamships

* Faster; could ignore winds and travel in any 
direction; effective military ships; aided in 
communication by carrying messages

* Telegraphs

* Exchanged messages over land and through 
the oceans; easy communication gave 
imperial powers distinct advantages

* Canals

* Enhanced the effectiveness of steamships; 
greatly shortened routes; examples: 
Panama Canal and Suez Canal

Imperialism and trade would never have 
reached their vast extents if 
industrialization hadn’t developed new and 
effective technologies.
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Workers united  Fought for higher wages & better working 
conditions (first labor unions)

Colonists Population Increased  Integrated American goods into 
the capitalist economy of the Atlantic Ocean by developing cash 
crops that would market in Europe. Ex: Tobacco, Sugar Cane

 Key Example:  State-Sponsored Visions of Industrialization 
Economic Reforms in Meiji, Japan Key Terms:

 “Alternative 
Visions”

 Reforms
 Capitalism

Other info:
Qing and Ottoman 

government wanted 
to maintain pre-

industrial forms of 
economic production, 
by resisting economic 
change.  Ultimately 
they decline due to 

this.

5.1.VI. The ways 
in which people 
organized 
themselves into 
societies also 
underwent 
significant 
transformations in 
industrialized 
states due to the 
fundamental 
restructuring of 
the global 
economy

New social classes: 
Middle class 
(bourgeoisie), 
Industrial working 
class (proletariat)
*social status –
determined by wealth 
than position in 
society

Family 
Dynamics –
changed, 
more 
separated 
family 
members, 
worked in 
factories 
longer hours
Nuclear 
Family

Demographics
changed – rapid 
urbanization, new 
forms of 
communities gave 
birth 

Global Capitalism led to unsanitary conditions in cities.  
*Example: Great Britain  - overcrowding and poor sanitation 
led to an increase in death rate and poor living conditions

Gender Roles: Industrialization Effect. Middle Class/Upper 
Class  women were expected to return to traditional roles 
of homemaker and childcare provider.  Lower Class women 
must work and be the homemaker as well

After 1850, shorter working hours, more leisure time, 
popular interest in sports, women taking jobs, mass 
production of clothes—fashion, advertising campiagns on 
manufactured goods.

Trans-oceanic expansion became dominated by European Powers, 
although the US and Japan participated as well, leading to the increase 
of European influence (PESC) around the world. 

Ideas about:
-Nationalism
-Gender
-Class and
-Culture 

developed

“The sun never sets on the British Empire~”

To counter growing 
foreign domination, there 

was increasing anti-
imperial resistance and 
new national identities 

were formed.
(anti-colonialism/ghandi) 

However! There was a decrease in 
Portuguese and Spanish influence.

(Ex: British rule in India, Dutch 
settlers in South Africa)

The British bombarding a Chinese port during the first 
Opium War. 

*

* Industrializing powers established Oceanic empires

* Modern Imperialism- Dominion of industrialized countries over subjected 
lands by means of trade, investment, and business activities.

* States with colonies strengthened control

- VOC in Indonesia

- British in India, Raj

-Leads to nationalist sentiments: All-Indian Muslim League, Indian 
National Congress

* European States, Americans, and Japanese established empires, while 
Spanish and Portuguese influence Declined

-Sino-Japanese War, Russo-Japanese War
* Many states used war and diplomacy to establish empires in Africa

-Henry Stanley: Belgian Congo, 
-Britain in West Africa: Suez Canal leads to occupation of 

Egypt
* Europeans established settler colonies

-British in S. Africa, Australia, and New Zealand; Boer 
Wars, 
* Industrialized states practiced economic imperialism

-Unequal Treaties in China, Unequal treaties of Korea
- British and American investment in banks, utilities, 

mines, and railroads
-Led to Monroe Doctrine, Dollar Diplomacy, etc.

Belgian Congo, King Leopold’s Ghost
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*

 Scientific Racism – Theorists asserted all racial groups are subspecies that make up the 
human species. Europeans were classified as intelligent, morally superior. This justified and 
was used to “prove” dominance of European Imperial Powers. 

 Social Darwinism - Application of Charles Darwin’s theory of Natural Selection to 
society. States successful races evolved better than “weaker” ones. Used to justify 
European domination as an “inevitable result of natural scientific principles.

 Popular Racism - Imperial powers adopted racism from personal experiences and felt 
a sense of superiority that was used to justify imperialism,  
 Dominated lands seen as “Uncivilized” - French “Mission Civilisatrice” (civilizing 

mission) and president McKinley’s effort to “Civilize and Christianize”.
 Rudyard Kipling’s “White Man’s Burden” – duty to bring enlightenment to distant 

lands. “Your new caught sullen people, half devil, half child”.

Cecil Rhodes 
loves 
Imperialism 
THIIIIS MUCH!

Indigenous Races 
of the Earth, by 
Josiah Clark Nott 
& G.R. Glidden
- Portrays 
European in a 
better light than 
other races.

This was an intense period of revolution and rebellion 
against existing governments, as well as the formation of 

many new nation-states around the world

*

• The Enlightenment culminated in the American 
and French Revolutions
• Sparked by enlightenment thinkers such as Voltaire, 

Rousseau, Locke, and Montesquieu

• The Ottoman empire, failing to keep up with 
European technological advances, was in decline

• Great Britain became a major world power with 
the defeat of France in the Seven Years’ War

• The industrial revolution began in the 1770s with 
the production of the improved steam engine

• 1680-1750- thinkers questioned established traditions, nature and 
human relationships, and acted in positive criticism to improve 
status quo
 Ex: Voltaire – (1694-1778) – promoted religious tolerance and freedom 

of expression –écrasez l’infame (“crush the damned thing”)
 Ex:Rosseau – (1712-1778) –The Social Contract (1762) – equality for all 

classes
• Argued for liberty, individual rights, popular sovereignty, and 

political and legal equality
 John Locke – (1632 –1704) – rulers derive power from consent of ruled

Concept 5.3.1

• Led to the creation of revolutionary documents for change in 
political structure:
 The American Declaration of Independence (1776)
 The French Declaration of the Rights of Man and Citizen (1789)
 Bolivar’s Jamaica Letter (1815)

• Leaders took these ideas to transform social relations in slavery,
serfdom and suffrage, and advocated the expansion of human 
rights

“To learn who rules 
over you simply 
find out who you 

are not allowed to 
criticize.”

Tennis Court Oath

V
O
L
T
A
I
R
E

*
• Nation-states : A sovereign state who's people share a common culture and 

national identity. 

 During the 18th century a new sense of communality between diverse populations 
arose. Governments as well used this idea to unite various ethnic groups.

-Nationalism: The extreme pride in one’s nation.
• ex; America, England and Germany all used the idea of nationalism to fuel their army’s for 

war.
. This sense of nationalism fueled the great wars of our time and made young men from that 
country feel like heroes when they went out to war

-A strong push for nationalism was the concept of self 
determination. Self determination was the feeling that a 
cultural group would want the formation of their own 
independent nation.
 Ex: Germany
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*

* Need for raw materials and food due to rising 
population led to producing single natural 
resources. How do these countries spend profit 
from raw materials? Britain/Brazil as example 

* Cotton in Brazil to Britain, Britain trade 
finished/manufactured goods to Brazil

* Increase in industrial productivity 
meant 3 things… 

*1. Decrease in agriculturally based 
economies 

* Textile production in India 

*2. Encouraged industrialized states to 
seek out new consumer markets for 
finished goods 

* British and French attempt to open the Chinese market

*3. Extensive mining centers 
* Need and demand for specialized metals 

British Crystal Palace World, Great Exhibition, 1851

A. Subject Challenged the Centralized Imperial Governments
• Enlightenment philosophies (people deserve rights of life, liberty, and land  said by 

John Locke)
o Inspired revolutionists in America, France, and Haiti

• Usually against “creoles” (settlers) and “peninsulares” (from the conquering country
B. Series of rebellions
• Subject challenges let to revolts

o American and Latin American: “creoles” vs. “peninsulares”
o Haitian: only successful slave revolt
o French: subjects rebel in own country against their monarchy (proletarian vs. 

bourgeoisie)
C. Slave Resistance in Americas
• Also resisted the colonial governments

o Maroon societies in Caribbean: ran off into mountains and islands; eventually won 
their independence

Compare this image of the French 
Revolution to the American 
Revolution (next slide) 

*

*

D. Questioning Political Authority + Growing Nationalism = Anticolonial Movements
• People form groups in order to achieve self rule and help drive out foreigners

o Boxer Rebellion: Revolt against foreigners in Qing 
E. Religion + Millenarianism = Rebellions
• Millenarianism: “belief…that Christ will establish a 1000 year reign of the saints on earth 

before last judgment… expect a time of supernatural peace and abundance here on 
earth.” (from a draft article for Merriam-Webster Encyclopedia of World Religions 1999)

o Taiping Rebellion: Rebellion of Qing; want social reform, privileges for women, and 
land distribution

F. Responses to rebellions: Reforms in Imperialism
• As rebellions spread throughout imperial colonies, imperialists attempt reforms in order 

to maintain their grip on their holdings
o Tanzimat movement (“reorganization”  Ottoman): Legal (strengthen state; model: 

Napoleon’s civic code) and education (free education) reform; Ruling class = stronger
o Self – Strengthening movement: Chinese traditions + European technology; not 

enough industry for much change; Empress Dowgar Cixi oppose; not much impact

Compare this image of the American 
Revolution to the French Revolution 
(previous slide) 

*

A. Liberalism – political ideal seeking 
protection for the rights of 
privileged classes
Communism – ideal established by 
Karl Marx in which all property is 
“publicly owned” due to the 
uprising of the proletariat
Socialism – idea of social 
organization that advocates public 
ownership that arose in European 
nations such as Germany, France, 
and Australia

 These European ideas came to 
fruition due to the dwindling 
strength of imperial and monarchal 
rule.

B. Feminism – the seeking of political, 
social, and economic rights and gains 
for women
 The demand for women’s suffrage 

and the emergence of feminism 
began to challenge the patriarchal 
status of the world. Women began 
to receive rights by 1914 in 
Scandinavia and some states in the 
US and this began the spread to 
European countries.

Communist Revolutionary Leon Trotsky depicting the 
communist promises, or rather, dreams that are 
dwindling away.
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Potato Famine?
Golondrina?

*
• Push and pull factors

 As societies began to industrialize, 
opportunities began to draw in immigrants that 
sought to economically better themselves.

o Ex. England being first industrialized 
nation cause people to migrate towards 
urban areas which resulted in 
industrialized cities. 

 Push factors that resulted in global migrations 
included that of political oppression 

• Slavery 

 Transoceanic trading of slaves resulted in the 
relocation of slaves ultimately causing an 
assimilation of culture

o Ex. Spirituals

• Migrations resulting in conflicts

 Global migrations led to the societies with
conflicting ideals to be proximate. Therefore, it
was very common to see small conflicts arise.

 Rise in population due to new food, 
fertilizers, and advanced medicine!

Demographic Transition Model

New Foods Were:
• Potato, corn, citrus fruits, tomato, livestock

Yay for new medicine! 
With the advancement in medicines, the population 
is more resilient to diseases and have a longer life 
expectancy. The population increased dramatically. 

Longer life Less child mortality More population 

 New Modes of Transportation gave new movement for people to 
go from Rural to Urban areas.

The introduction of automobiles in the early 1900s dramatically increased the 
movement of people around the world. Henry Ford created the assembly which 
helped mass create automobiles. With the Ford assembly line, machines were 
created at a much faster pace and there wasn’t a large need for human power 
anymore. The automobile forever changed the movement of people. Less time to 
move and longer distances. 

New Fertilizers! 
• The Green Revolution was a period of finding new 

ways to yield more efficient food production that 
are resilient to diseases  

*
 Migrants relocated for various reasons 
 Voluntary - Chose freely to relocate, 
often for economic reason
• Search for better employment opportunities
• Escape over population, poor climate conditions, natural 

disasters
• Spread of religion (Missionaries)

Temporary- A significant number of temporary 
and seasonal migrants returned to their home 
societies

* Golondrinas- Italian workers who migrated back and forth 
annually between Europe and South America to take 
advantage of the growing seasons in the northern and 
southern hemispheres

Forced- New global capitalist economy 
continued to rely on coerced and semi coerced 
migration

• Slavery (Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade)
• Chinese and Indian indentured servitude 

*Individuals who bargained away their labor for a period 
of 4-7 years in exchange of passage to the New World
• Convict labor - Work of prison inmates

A.  Male migration more common due to needs of men in work force. High demands for industry during 19th century call for 
large work force; leads to massive migration to industry hubs.

 Male demand in workforce contributes to women to being 
seen as homely, or belonging in the home. Women to stay in 
the domains of their home where as men can roam freely. 

 Migration is a catalyst to the growing population,  promotes 
urbanization.  results in the populating of cities.  150 large 
cities in Europe  and North America in 1900 compared to 20 
in 1800.

B. Migration diffuses cultures from all around the world impacting 
the environment  

• New cultures introduced, develop from interaction between 
different ethnicities.

• Result in the assimilation of cultures. Big countries in 
migration scene include the British isles, Germany, Ireland, 
and  Scandinavia.

C. With new ethnicities come racial tension including prejudice 
and racism. 

• Belief of superiority is seen in this period. Slavery 
(forced migration) is a large source of discrimination

• With the mixing of diverse cultures, discrimination and 
hatred arise naturally. 
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*

*The Modern Period

*1900 c.e. to this minute

*20% required WHAP content

*
Significa
nt Dates

Description

1914 World War 1
• Caused by assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand of Austria and the forming of the 

Triple Alliance. 
• Powerful global forces: Militarism, Alliances, Imperialism, and Nationalism. 
• The powers were separated into two: The Central Powers: Germany, Austria, Turkey, and 

Bulgaria. The Allied Powers: France, Russia, Britain, Serbia, and the U.S. 

1919 Treaty of Versailles
• One of the peace treaties that ended the state war between Germany and the Allied 

Powers.
The League of Nations
• International organization, created to promote peace and avoid wars. U.S. refused to join.

1929-1931 Stock Market Crash
• stocks lose their value, so thousands of investors lose their money. 
• caused by over speculation and margin buying, leading to Great Depression.
Japanese Invasion of Manchuria
• Manchuria had plenty of raw materials that Japan lacked in, such as iron ore and coal
• Japan invaded China to increase their economic production.

1945 Causes of World War 2
• Russia takes over Stalin in 1920
• Mussolini becomes dictator of Italy in 1922.
• Japan invades Manchuria in 1931.
During World War 2
• Mussolini dies and Berlin falls
• A bomb drops on Hiroshima by U.S. 
• USSR also declares war on Japan, and Japan agrees to surrender

Accelerating Global Change 
and Realignments, c.1900 to 
the present

This image cannot currently be displayed.

This image cannot currently be displayed.

* Postwar Period:
a. New agricultural equipment & improved 

seeds + modern industrial equipment = 
Increased production 

- scientific farming (i.e. deoxyribonucleic 
acid/DNA)

b. Medical treatments and sanitation 
improved (ex. penicillin, immunizations, X-
rays)- lowered death rate  increase in 
population

Modern Era: Technological Developments

The Space Age:
a. Exploration

- Soviet Union launched Sputnik, 1st satellite
- International Space Station (Soviet Union and 

U.S.)  & Hubble Space Telescope (U.S. and Europe)  

New Scientific Paradigms: 
- Theories: theory of relativity, Quantum 

mechanics, Big Bang Theory!

6.1 II: Population Pressures’ 
Affects on the Environment

 Scientific breakthroughs within the last century help make the population 
able to multiply greatly; penicillin is one example as it saved thousands 
of lives

 Higher population: more competition for resources
 Petroleum is valued highly as it is the fuel for many machines, like cars
 Countries who have oil control the world economy

 Deforestation 
 occurs for the purpose of more living space and wood supply; causes land to 

be barren, dry, and incapable of plant life
 ruins animal habitats; 4,500 animals are endangered as a result of the 

destruction of forest trees
 Global Warming

 the heat from the trapped gases causes global warming as the gases don’t 
escape Earth through the atmosphere

 Ice caps melt as abnormally high temperatures become present, resulting in 
higher sea levels

 Pollution
 One example are the greenhouse gases, hydrocarbon emissions from 

automobiles
 More factories are made to produce goods to fit the amount of human life; the 

factories pollute the air with carbon dioxide and pollute bodies of water 
(ex:smokestacks)
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*
*European, United States, Russian, and Japanese domination of political 

order came to an end with the rise of nationalism in colonies

*Self-determination – peoples with same ethnic origins, language, and 
political ideal should be able to form their own sovereign state

*Role of nationalist leaders (Ghandi, Minh, Nkrumah)

*Combined tensions with anti-imperialistic movements and colonial disputes 

*Global wars involved nearly all countries

* Alliances and superpowers 

*Global depression led to more nationalized economies and a drop in global 
trade

*Redrawing a political boundaries and new ideas lead to mass migrations

*Ex: Jewish settlement in Israel  conflict with Arabs

* Influence of colonies in African political boundaries

*Ghandi  opposition to conflict

*Opposing beliefs  more conflict 

 6.2.2: ANTI-IMPERIALISM LED TO THE DOWNFALL OF MANY EMPIRES.

Imperial rule challenged by nationalism.
 Mohandas K. Gandhi – Peaceful protest for Indian freedom from Britain
 Ho Chi Minh – Violent resistance for Vietnamese freedom from France
 Kwame Nkrumah – Nonviolent struggle for Gold Coast/Ghana’s freedom from Britain
Regional, religious, ethnic, and transnational movements all challenged colonial rule. 
 Muhammad Ali Jinnah – Pakistani independence from Britain
 Quebecois Separatist Movement – Quebecois independence from Canada (failed)
 Biafra Secessionist Movement – Biafra’s independence from Nigeria (failed)
 Communism – WWU (Workers of the World Unite!) Domino Effect Theory: When 

one state fell to Communism, nearby states would fall too until the U.S. fell. 
 Pan-Arabism – Unification of all Arabic countries into one large nation-state
 Pan–Africanism – Unity of Africans around the world and elimination of colonialism
Movements to redistribute land & resources in Africa, Asia, and Latin America 
promoted communism and socialism: Equality for all. 

League of Arab Nations; future Pan-Arab states.

Domino Effect Theory

A. Poverty  More Persistent Diseases

New Epidemics  Deadly to Human Survival

Changing Lifestyles  Increased Life Span Led to Higher 
Occurrence of Certain Diseases

 Poor education regarding sanitation, poor hygiene, unclean 
living environments and water cause diseases such as 
Malaria.

HIV/AIDS is a global pandemic. Since the first cases were 
reported in 1981, more than 25 million people died of AIDS 
worldwide. Approximately 33.4 million are inflicted with 
HIV/AIDS.

 Heart disease is more likely to occur with age, and 
interestingly is more common in high-income countries than 
those of a low-income.

B. Effective Forms of Birth Control  Greater Control Over 
Fertility

 Effective birth control reduced the risk of unintended 
pregnancies.

C. Improved Military Technology & New Tactics  More Wartime 
Casualties

 The atomic bomb ended WWII, but killed at least 220,000 
people either through instant death or radiation.

 The use of incendiary bombs, or firebombing, set urban 
areas ablaze as the fires spread and destroyed everything in 
its path as well as the people.

 In the Nanjing Massacre, 250,000 to 300,000 people were 
killed, and war rape was widespread.

 European domination of the global political order comes to an end:
 World Wars -> They severely weakened European states by causing destroying large parts of the 

countries -> Extreme costs pushed powers to abandon colonies.
 New hegemonic powers -> After the World Wars, USA and the USSR became the new superpowers, 

outshining Western Europe. -> Communism vs Democracy = Cold War. -> Iron Curtain and Warsaw Pact 
vs. NATO (Europeans took sides -> Sign of weakness)

 Loss of colonies -> The decolonization process took charge after World War II, especially in Africa. 

Older-land based empires fell to internal and external factors increased the breakdown 
in polyglot states:
 Ottoman: Military defeat in WWI, political and social discontent with Young Turks, lack of 

innovation, economic stagnation -> Breakup into Turkey and Middle Eastern states
 Qing: Military defeat in Opium War and technological stagnation -> ripped into spheres of 

influence by stronger powers (European nations and Japan)
 Russian: Unpopular war (WWI), economic hardship, and political/social discontent with Tsars 

and nobles -> Turn to communism (Bolshevism) and creation of USSR

 Independence to colonies through different means:
 Peaceful: 

 India: (1947) Peaceful protest by Gandhi and Indian National Congress against British -> Freedom 
after several years of negotiating

 Armed Struggle:
 Vietnam: (1945) Communist Ho Chi Minh declares independence from France and wins at Dien

Bien Phu (1954) -> Divided into North and South Vietnam along 17th parallel -> North = 
Communist

*
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Total Wars:

 World War I (1914-1918) and World War II (1939-1945)

 Governments used ideologies and propaganda to 
mobilize their states’ resources
 Propaganda: political speeches, art, media, 

etc.
 Ideologies: fascism, nationalism, 

communism

 Imperialist Expansion 
(Europeans and 
Japan)

Sources of Conflict:
 Industrial resources competition
 Social Darwinism (ethnic conflicts)
 Alliances/Balance of Power

Cold War: 

when all the troops of a country are mobilized and the entire 
country (the home front) is providing them with resources and 
materials needed for the war

 Shift in global balance of 
economic and political 
power post WWII

 Political: US and USSR were political 
superpowers (hegemon-rule by power & the threat of force)

 Economic: Capitalism vs. Communism
 New military alliances: 

 NATO vs. Warsaw Pact
 Promoted proxy wars in Latin America, 

Africa, and Southeast Asia
 Ended with the dissolution of the USSR 

(1991)

*

• Population Resettlements: India/Pakistan partition (1947)
• After Britain failed to consolidate Muslims and Hindus in India, the decision for 

separate Hindu and Muslim states became increasingly needed. Hundreds of 
thousands Muslim and Hindu refugees migrated to either Hindu India or Muslim 
Pakistan.

• Ethnic Violence: The Holocaust (1938-1945)
• The Holocaust was the mass genocide of about six million 

Jews during World War II, a program of systematic state-
sponsored murder by Nazi Germany, led by Adolf Hitler and 
the Nazi territory, throughout German-occupied territory. 

• Displacement of Peoples: Palestinians (1948)
• The British were awarded the mandate to govern the region in 1922. In 

1947, after World War II and the Holocaust, the British government decided 
to end the mandate and the United Nations General Assembly 
recommended a partition in the Arab state and creation of a Jewish state. A 
civil war began and the establishment of the Jewish state of Israel was 
declared in 1948. After what is known as the 1948 Palestinian Exodus, 
700,000 Palestinians who had fled or were driven from their homes were 
unable to return. 

6.2 V Individuals and Groups Opposing or 
Intensifying Conflicts in the 20th Century >Challenging War

* Picasso
- Picasso protested the Spanish Civil War through 
his painting Guernica, which immortalized the 
bombing of the titular Basque town and brought 
attention to the war. 

* Gandhi
- AHIMSA! He organized non-violent protests such as 
the Salt March in order to project Indian sentiment 
and challenge British authorities. 

>Opposing/Promoting Alternatives to Economic Political Social Order
*Vladimir Lenin

-After the Great War, he promoted a 
communist economy for Russia. (Originally war communism, but later 
changed)

* Tiananmen Square
- Revolutionaries in China gathered at 

Tiananmen Square and then proceeded to protest the communist 
government and promote a democratic government. They were mowed 
down by government tanks and guns. 

> Militaries/Militarized States That Respond to Proliferation of Conflicts 
Only to Further Intensify Said Conflict

* The IRA (Irish Republican Army)
- The IRA basically wants a united Ireland free from British rule. In the 
1960s, British troops were sent to Ireland in order to defuse the situation, 
but only succeeded in intensifying it leading to more terrorist acts. This 
time is referred to as the “Troubles.” (NATIONALISM)

>Violence Against Civilians to Achieve Political Aims
* Al Queda

-Groups such as Al-Qaeda engineer violent acts against civilians in order to spread 
terror and fear. Al-Qaeda orchestrated the most infamous and widely known 
terrorist act in America: the crashing of planes into the Twin Towers. Their aim 
was to push America out of Iraq completely and they did not appreciate American 
support of Israel as a Jewish homeland.

>Global Conflicts Influence Pop Culture
*Video Games

- Video games are often times influenced by global conflicts. The time period of 
Black Ops is mainly set in the Cold War period. Call of Duty is also a historically 
influenced game, taking inspiration from World War II.  (There’s a reason you can 
only be Russian, British, or American)

*
A: In the Communist states of the Soviet and China, governments controlled 
their national economies
- States responded in a variety of ways to the economic challenges of the 20th 
century
-The Five Year Plans
*Plan for industrial production
*First used in the Soviet Union 1928 (by Stalin) rapid economic development  
*Soviet Union became a major industrial power by 1930
*Designed to industrialize the USSR in the shortest possible time and, in the 
process, to expedite the collectivization of farms
*emphasized heavy industry at the expense of consumer goods 

B:Goverment became to take more active role in economic life
-The New Deal
* Franklin Delano Roosevelt
*Relieve the economic problems of the Great Depression
* Increase government power, in the US
*relief through programs of agricultural and business regulation, inflation, price 

stabilization, and public works.
* banking and finance regulations
*provided for social and economic legislation to benefit the mass of working people. 
The social security system was established in 1935
*received the endorsement of agrarian, liberal, and labor groups, met with increasing
criticism. 
*The speed of reform slackened after 1937, and there was growing Republican 
opposition to the huge public spending, high taxes, and centralization of power in the
executive branch of government; within the Democratic party itself there was strong 
disapproval from the "old guard"
* As the prospect of war in Europe increased, the emphasis of government shifted to 
foreign affairs. 
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After WWII…
• Governments began guiding 

economic life to promote 
development.

- Gamal Abdel Nasser (1918-1970)
- Names himself prime minister of 

Egypt
- Adopted neutralism, did not 

believe in allies
- USA and Soviet Union pledged 

economic and military support to 
Egypt (think Suez!)

- Nasser sought to destroy Israel 

At the end of the 20th

century…

• Governments encouraged free 
market economies and economic 
liberalization

- President Ronald Reagan (1911-
2004)\Reaganomics

- Renewed attacks on communism
- Enforced economic boycott on 

Nicaragua

Gamal Abdel Nasser Ronald Reagan

 World Wars -> Creation of 
international organizations 
Used to maintain world 
peace and international 
cooperation.
 League of Nations 
 The United Nations 
 The International Criminal 

Court New Economic 
Institutions -> spread 
the principles and 
practices of a free 
market throughout 
the world
 International 

Monetary Fund(IMF
 World Bank 
 World Trade 

Organization (WTO)

 Humanitarian 
Organizations
 Unicef
 Red Cross
 Amnesty International
 Doctors without 

borders
 World Health 

Organization (WHO)

*

* Multinational corporations create tension amongst 
authority: 

* Ex: Coca-Cola
- Capitalism vs. Communism
- Makes people question the idea on private ownership.
- Term: "Coca Colonization”

Global Integration:
* Increase in world population increase production levels and workforce
* Consequences of industrialization lead to pro environmental movements.
- Ex: Earth Day ( Formed in the 1970’s)
- global warming and the green house effect become a renown topic 

Trade Agreements within countries:  
* Globalization lead to increase in trade
* Promote the movement of resources amongst borders of nations
* Ex: NAFTA (January 1994) ( Mexico, Canada and U.S. ) 

*

*Exclusionary Reactions start from 
tensions between races or ethnicities 
because of nationalism, extreme 
patriotism

*Racism becomes more extreme and 
events like the Holocaust occurs

*Human Rights develop from the media

*Human rights groups are formed like the U.N.
Universal, which helps improves human rights 
internationally
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*

Diffusion of Popular culture
 Due to advancement in technology and communication, pop 

culture was widespread globally.
 The creation of Hollywood in America diffused worldwide 

due to technology which influenced the rising moving 
industry and music of Bollywood. 

 The movie industry today is a huge part of India’s culture 
and in other countries that it diffused to because of 
globalization.

Sports were more widely practiced and 
reflected national and social aspirations
 As sports became more popular, they brought competition 

between nations. All teams wanted to win for their 
nation. The pride for winning the game for their team 
shows an incredible sense of nationalism.

 In the World Cup for soccer, over 30 teams played for the 
championship for their country. In countries like the 
United States with a diversity of ethnicities, nationalism 
brought unification of all ethnicities to win for their 
nation.

Key Topics:
-Nationalism
-Diffusion
-Globalization

*

*Throughout History; the passing of Power from 
the hands of one leader to another always 
caused problems.  What are some different 
ways in which cultures solved it? What were 
the benefits and weaknesses?

Match the Civilization to the Modus:

*Rome? Mandate of Heaven

*Ottomans? Election

*Feudal Monarchs? Adoption

*Democracy? Fratricide

*Imperial China? Primogeniture
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*

*Matriarchy would give way to Patriarchy as urban 
city dwelling society sought to safeguard the 
sanctity of their marriage and lineage as well as the 
increasingly frequent necessity of martial 
superiority.  Some areas would me very Patriarchal, 
but others would allow women rights. Where, How 
and When?

Sparta?

SE Asia? Ex. Trung Sisters

Steppe Peoples?

Hunter Gatherers?

Modern Era First World (USA-Europe)

Great Female Leaders:
Fu Hao, Hatshepsut, Nzinga, Queen Elizabeth, Margaret Thatcher, Czarina Catherine 
the Great, Dowager Cixi, Cleopatra, Maria Theresa, Empress of Austria, Isabella of 
Spain.

Examples of Extreme 
Patriarchy:
Sati
Footbinding
Child Marriages
Female Infanticide
Veiling of Women
Seclusion of Women
Female Circumcision

*

*The key difference is the mobility of 
people within the social hierarchy.  You 
CAN have hybrid Class/Caste systems 
like with the Roman Patricians and 
Plebeians

*

Remember Bentley?  He was right so go back and 
review these ideas.

*Syncretism

*Assimilation

*Voluntary Association

*Involuntary Association

*Hybridization

*

Legal Codes:
*Code of Hammurabi
*Twelve Tables
*Ashokan Edicts
*Codex Justinian
*English Bill of Rights
*Napoloenic Code
*US Constitution
*Declaration of the Rights of Man 

and the Citizen
Moral Codes:
Torah, Ten Commandments
Koran, Sharia
Lawbook of Manu
Admonitions for Women
Analects
Ma’at
Vedas
4 Noble Truths
Dao De Jing
Code of Chivalry/Bushido

Law Codes are used to organize human 
beings that are a political/social/cultural 
adaptation to allow us to commune in ever 
increasing urban locales.

They can be inspired by either Religion or 
Government, but they do the same thing. 
Match the Codes with the Civilizations that 
inspired them below:

Legal:
France, America, Rome, Old Babylon, Byzantium, 
Mauryan Empire, Britain
Moral:
Rashidun, Egypt, South Asia, Zhou Dynasty, Japan, 
Europe, 
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*

*Push vs. Pull 

*Diaspora, African and Jewish
*Trans-Atlantic Trade System

*Nebuchadnezzar

*Rome

*Pogroms

*Final Solution

*Irish Potato Famine, Asian American Migration (Angel Island)

*Bantu Migration

*Proto-Indo European Migration/Aryan Invasion

*South Asian Partition 1947

*Huns into Europe, Germans into Rome

*

*Machiavelli, The Prince

*Kautilya, Arthashastra

*Sun Tzu, Art of War

*Bismark and Cavour, Realpolitik

*

*Empire

*Democracy

*Republic

*Monarchy

*Balance of Power

*Power Vacuum

*Domino Theory

*Realism

*Liberalism

*Conservatism

*Moderate

*Marxism

*Communism (leninism vs. stalinism vs. maoism) *

*Traditional ‘barter’ Economy

*Money

*Banking

*Joint Venture

*Mercantilism

*Capitalism, Market Economy, Invisible Hand, Laissez Faire

*Keynesian Economics

*Tariff

*Monopoly/Trust/Cartel

*Factory System vs. Putting out System

*Marxism, Collectivization

*Guild to Labor Union
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*

A. the establishment of new trade networks due to the rule 
of the Mongol Empire in the Eurasia in the span of the whole 
Classical Period.
B. a multitude of factors including the rise of several large 
empires as well as the new trade communities, which 
facilitated a haven for merchants.
C. a growing sea trade networks like the Indian Ocean, which 
dominated trade in this era.
D. development of new technologies, such as the paper 
money that was commonly used by every merchant on the 
Silk Road.

2. Intro The growth and the further development 
of religious diffusion and trade routes in the 
Classical Period in Eurasia was directly affected 
by:

Correct Answer: B. The trade routes and massive cultural 
interactions occurred because of multiple large empires’ 
efforts to create new roads and the development of trade 
cities on the Silk Road. 

*

A. All three Empires built advanced systems of roads to tie together 
Mediterranean Trade

B. They each utilized Empirical Monarchical rule throughout the course of 
their history

C. They were involved in the Jewish Diaspora and the dissemination of 
Hebrew Culture via push factors

D. Each Empire was known for their Public written Law Codes such as the 
twelve tables, epic of gilgamesh, and code of hammurabi respectively

E. None of these answer choices are correct

*2.1 ICodifications and further developments of existing religious traditions 
provided a bond among the people and an ethical code to live by

Correct Answer: C, The Assyrians, Babylonians, and Romans all conquered Jewish 
States and contributed to Jews spreading throughout the Mediterranean Basin in 
search of safety

*

*2.1 Which of the following is not correct 
about these regions and their use of 
religion to justify rule?

A. The pharaohs in the Egyptian Kingdoms were allowed to rule if the 
high priest gave them permission. 

B. The kings of the Holy Roman Empire who were only allowed to rule 
with the right of the pope.

C. The emperors in China with the mandate of heaven which gave 
them divine right over the people. 

D. The emperors of Rome during the Roman Empire with the title of 
Augusts which made them equal to the Roman gods. 

Correct answer: A) because in Egypt the pharaoh was considered a god, and did 
not need to be justified by the high priest.  
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*

*2.1 I How did Sanskrit scriptures 
influence the Vedic religions?

A. It abolished Judaism in India and provided a push 
factor for the Jewish people

B. It helped to break down the political and social 
roles of the caste system

C. It showed the importance of multiple manifestations 
of Brahma to promote teachings of reincarnation 
and allowed for regional deities to be supported

D. It influenced the Hebrew Scriptures to reflect the 
influence of Mesopotamia’s cultural traditions

E. None of the above explain the influence of the 
Sanskrit Scriptures

Correct Answer: C) The Vedic religion contributed to the 
social and political roles of a caste system and in importance 
of multiple manifestations of Brahma to promote teachings 
of reincarnation

2.1,II New belief system and cultural traditions emerged and 
spread, often asserting universal truths.

Danny Zhang, 7th Period, 2013

a. Buddhists did not have missionaries to spread and promote the religion

b. The Gupta government did not support Buddhism in India

c. Hinduism becomes popular and dominant religion in India by integrating components 
of Buddhism

d. The Gupta persecuted Buddhism in India

e. Both B and C

Answer: E
Because the Gupta rulers were Hindu, they reinforced the caste 
system, and built large temples with courtyards, paintings, and 
sculptures dedicated to Hindu gods. As a result, Buddhism 
received no support from the Gupta government, and this is 
combined with the dominancy of Hindus already present in India. 
This ultimately reduces the popularity of Buddhism in India.

*

A. They all encouraged men to live an aesthetic lifestyle.

B. They each strongly embraced the ideas of social hierarchies. 

C. They were strictly patriarchal and did not allow women to 
become religious or philosophical leaders. 

D. All were integrated into governmental practices of the later 
Mauryan, Han, and Roman empires respectively. 

E. Each stressed the importance of the veneration of ancestors 
and the maintenance of the male lineage.

Nick Pelletier 2.1, III
7th Period, 2013

Correct Answer: D, Ashoka’s conversion to Buddhism led to his construction 
of the Rock and Pillar Edicts in the later Mauryan empire. Constantine issued 
of the Edict of Milan in the Roman empire. Confucianism in the Han empire 
introduced meritocracy and social relationships. Each of these in turn 
influenced the social order in promoting patriarchal relations, which were 
less strict in early Christianity and Buddhism.

A.The economic success after establishment of the Delian League 
after Athen’s success in the Persian Wars.

B.Public construction projects during the era of Pericles’ leadership.
C.Democratic political system established in Athens.
D.Sparta’s victory over Athens in the Peloponnesian War.

E.The emerging ideology of Greece’s pride in individualism.

*

Correct Answer: D, The poleis of Sparta was a stark contrast to Athens in terms of its 
social structure. To discourage the development of social distinctions in its 
militaristic society, citizens of Sparta lead an austere lifestyle. Conversely, Athens 
promoted the virtues of individualism and free expression. Economic prosperity and 
freedom gave citizens time to converse in the public forums lavished with temples 
and sculptures established by Pericles.

V. Artistic expressions, including literature and drama, architecture,
and sculpture, show distinctive cultural developments.
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Zeeshan Asghar
Period 7
5-3-13

 Both the Russian Empire and Ming China were alike in what ways ? 

A.  They became increasingly more traditional after the 
expulsion of the Mongols.
B. Both of them improved the position of women.
C. Established policies that were a result to the Mongol 
presence in central Asia.
D. Both worked well with the established religions in their 
countries.
E. Had a great surge of renewed industrial growth after the 
collapse of the Mongol Empire.

Correct Answer C: The emperors of Ming China returned to Confucian 
traditions and by the 1430s had entered a period of isolation as a 
response to Mongol threats along China's northern borders. Russia 
reacted to the previous Mongol occupation by establishing absolute 
rule and expanding its territories to include land previously held by 
Asian nomadic peoples. 

*

*A) The Persian Empires listed above had a de-
centralized government for most if not all of the 
empires’ rule. 

*B) All of the Persian empires had a strong military 
defeating many armies. 

*C) All three governments created by the above 
empires used satraps to help govern their empire.

*D) The Achaemenid, Parthian, and Sassanid empires 
ended by being conquered.                                                                         

The correct answer is A. The Achaemenid started off de-
centralized, but when Darius rose to power, the government had 
a very centralized rule. The Parthian Empire was de-centralized 
because it contained traditions from the nomadic people of the 
central Asian steppe. The Sassanid Empire was very centralized 
because it was a re-birth of the late Achaemenid Empire. 

Shannon Rowan 7th 2013

Jocelyn Yang, 7th, 2013

*

A) Imperial bureaucrats did not challenge anyone outside of their system and 
the imperial bureaucracy created homes for administrators, tax collectors, 
record keepers, and translators, shared power and influence with warriors 
and clan leaders for imperial survival

B) Free classes in Persia did not appreciate having an imperial bureaucracy 
though they were treated with many privileges and the ability to join the 
army/military

C) The imperial government treated their people poorly and unfairly, the 
bureaucrats challenged patriarchal warriors and sought to overthrow their 
position in society

D) Persia’s imperial government is based on the steppes of central Asia
E) All of the above

A. They served as trade centers, public display of 
religious rituals, and a place for states for political 
administration.

B. The imperial societies used methods such as slavery 
and rents and tributes to maintain the production of 
food and provide rewards for the loyalty of the elites.

C.Matriarchy began to shape gender and family relations 
in all of these societies.

D.The social structures of empires displayed hierarchies 
that included cultivators, laborers, slaves, artisans, 
merchants, elites, or caste groups.  

*

Samra Malim, 7th

period 2.2.III

Correct answer: C, patriarchy remained 
prominent in all societies. Family 
relationships were taken into consideration 
as men began to value them more.
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Kimmie Woodruff, 
7th period, 2013

*

Correct Answer: D- All of the above 
answers are correct except for D. Religion 
was agreed upon and did not cause many 
disagreements. 

• A: The Roman dependence on slave labor.

• B: The extreme vastness and expansion of the empire with 
the recruitment of non-Romans rendering it too difficult to 
rule. 

• C: Social decay and lack of interest in the elite class, thus a 
decline in the Roman people’s respect,

• D: Internal controversies of religious affairs turning the 
roman population against one another

• E: Series of stronger barbarian invasions

* 2.2 V: How do Confucianism and Shintoism compare 
in their cultural influence in East Asia.  

* A. Both religions developed on a basis of a respect for natural 
elements, and continued to influence East Asian belief for respecting 
the natural world. 

* B. Neither Shintoism nor Confucianism had any major effect on the 
cultural aspect of society. 

* C.  The value of filial piety and ancestor veneration in Confucianism, 
and a respect for the natural environment in Shintoism continued to 
live on in their respective cultures in East Asia, despite changing 
written belief. 

* D. Both constantly changed in respect to their core beliefs over time 
and couldn’t preserve any of their original beliefs.   

* E. None of the Above 

Correct Answer: C. Confucius made it his core 
belief that a respect for ancestors was to be 
part of Confucianism, while Shintoism had a 
continued respect for the natural world as 
they believe that every object had a spirit and 
that their everyday lives were effected by the 
natural world. Ronak Pipaliya, 1st

Period, 2013 

Jessy Ng, 7th

Period, 2013 

*

Correct Answer: B, Buddhism had a major impact from both 
trade routes.  

A. The Indian Ocean Trade route had new maritime technology 
while the Silk Road relied on domesticated animals for 
transportation.

B. Religion had a greater impact from the Indian Ocean sea lanes 
rather than the Silk Road.

C. More efficient to trade in the Indian Ocean trade.
D. The Silk Road was brought upon due to eagerness of Western 

technology; the Indian Ocean sea lane’s purpose was for easier 
trade.

*

A. Trade sponsored by the Mongols influenced skilled peoples to resettle 
in Mongol lands. However, the spread of foreign religions was 
prohibited, forcing the Mongol empire into cultural isolation.

B. The Mongols were dependent on the investment of settled agricultural 
societies because they were nomadic, but their unsafe trade routes 
made foreign trade almost impossible.

C. The Mongol Empire trade routes facilitated the diffusion of religions, 
diplomatic communication, and lead to the creation of many strong 
alliances, such as the Uighurs, through the use of safe, long-distance 
routes.

D. All of the above
E. None of the above

The correct answer is C!
Trade gave the Mongols everything they lacked, such as a skilled 
workforce, and it also served as a highway for missionaries and 
diplomats. However, they were not in cultural isolation and did not 
have unsafe routes. Lauren Borders, 7th Period, 2013
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Correct Answer: E) All of the above. Maritime technology benefited European sailors 
in all of the three ways. Lateen and square sails allowed Europeans to sail farther 
and longer as they caught and sliced against winds from all directions. Compasses 
and astrolabes allowed them with a sense of direction and location as well as for 
leeway to their destination. Through maritime technology, they also gained more 
knowledge of the seas that will help them to sail more efficiently. 

*

Claire Pak, 7th Period, 5/3/13

*
Grace Andersen, 7th Period, 2013

Which of the following was not exchanged 
through trade from 600 B.C.E. to 600 C.E.?

A. The qanat system was introduced along with other changes in 
farming and irrigation techniques influenced by the spread of 
crops such as rice and cotton from South Asia to the Middle 
East

B. Diseases and pathogens spread along the trade routes to 
regions such as the Roman Empire and Chinese Empires

C. Cultural and religious aspects of Christianity, Hinduism, and 
Buddhism were exchanged and transformed as they spread 
farther and farther. 

D. Technology that improved trade, such as the lateen sail and 
the camel saddle diffused. 

E. All of the above were exchanged between 600 B.C.E. and 600 
C.E. 

The correct answer is E, all of the above 
was traded between 600 B.C.E. and 600 C.E.

*

*

A. Islam spread throughout Southeast Asia, but then stopped after it reached 
Christian interference 

B. Pastoral and nomadic groups in the Eastern Hemisphere played no role in 
creating and sustaining cultural and biological networks between 
societies; they only helped the technology diffuse between different 
people

C. Horses were transported on the Silk Road from Central Asia to Europe and 
East Asia

D. The trade between regions increased, especially across the Atlantic 
Ocean

E. None of these are continuities

Answer: C, Horses originally were from Central Asia and, because of their usefulness, 
were wanted in Europe and East Asia

Caroline Aziz, 7th period, 2013
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*

A.The Bubonic Plague, which started in China, spread along the Silk 
Road, affecting most people across Eurasia.

B.Buddhism spread from India to China along the Silk Road.

C.Spices attracted most merchants to Southeast Asia, where they 
traded it along the Indian Ocean Trade.

D.Silk from China was traded in the Philippines using the Manila 
Galleons. 

E.All of the above are true

Correct Answer: D; Although the Manila Galleons did indeed trade items like silk, 
the Manila Galleons didn’t start till 1500s.

Zsarina De Luna 7th Period 2013
3.1

Shanice Brown

7th period, 2013

*

A. The Arabs and Berbers adapted camels to travel across and
around the Sahara. 
B. Trade along the Silk Road between merchants and those traveling 
along.
C. The way Central Asian pastoral groups used horses to travel in the
Steppes.
D. Around the time of Industrialization, when bigger and more 
efficient sized ships were created more peoples got to migrate to the 
new world.
E. The Indian Ocean Trade time period helped to diffuse a variety of 
cultures around the Indian Ocean.

Correct Answer: B, even though Trade along the Silk Road was important 
and a great new way to trade, it was not a way of expansion of long-
distance trade because only those close to the Silk Road traveled on it.

*

Which of the following agricultural 
techniques did NOT influence the Muslim 
Agricultural Revolution?

A. The addition of new land ownership rights which 
recognized private ownership

B. Technological innovations including water mills 
and other irrigation systems

C. The creation of farming manuals which gave a 
scientific view of agriculture

D. The restriction of agriculture to private farming in 
order to have a thriving local agricultural industry

E. All of the above were key factors that influenced 
the Muslim Agricultural Revolution

3.1 IV 
Expansion and 
Intensification 

of 
Communication 
and Exchange 

Networks

Erin Nicole Nichols. 7th period. May 3, 2013



Most reconstituted governments following the collapse of empires, including the Byzantine 
Empire and the Chinese dynasties- Sui, Tang, and Song- combined traditional sources of power 

and legitimacy (such as patriarchy, religion, or landowning elites) with innovations better 
suited to the current circumstances (such as new methods of taxation, tributary systems or 

adaptation of religious institutions).

A. Some states attempted, with differing degrees of success, to 
destroy and kill imperial structures, with larger, more-
centralized states continued to develop. 

B. They combined traditional sources of power and legitimacy with 
innovations better suited to the current circumstances.

C. Both A and B
D. None of the Above 

B. They combined traditional sources of power and legitimacy with 
innovations better suited to the current circumstances.

Lesly Servin
Period 7, 2013
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Which of the following state/empire is matched 
incorrectly with the technological/cultural 
transfer it facilitated?

a) The concept of algebra moved into Western Europe via trade 
routes originating in the Byzantine Empire.

b) Gunpowder technology moved into Europe as a result of 
interaction with Mongols who moved the new technology 
across the silk roads.

c) Islam gained influence in Europe as a result of the Crusades.
d) All of the above are correct.

Answer: a) The concept of algebra originated in South Asia with the 
revolutionary concept of zero and a decimal based numeral system, and it 
was moved West by Islamic merchants.  

Alex Broomfield 3.2.II

*

3.3 Increased Economic Productive Capacity and its consequences, Sara Murphy

Increased Economic Productive Capacity in the Post-
Classical Era caused all of the following except:

A) The Spread of Bubonic Plague in places such as 
Western Europe 

B) The spread of religions including Islam 
C) The creation of the new labor practice of slaves via 

economic purposes
D) Increased trade across Afro-Eurasia 
E) Increased Urbanization  

Answer: C; Slave labor was a labor practice during this time of increased 
economic productivity, but it was not created during this time.  Slaves 
were around since the beginning of civilizations.  

*

A) An increase in population and urbanization became 
evident in China, Persia, and India, due to the 
agricultural surplus.

B) An increased amount of trade routes and maritime 
expeditions, due to the invention of the compass.

C) Animals were used less, due to the increased amount of 
technological advances.

D) An increase in the amount of steel and iron production in 
China.

Answer: C; Animals began to be used in agriculture and 
transporting procedures because of the harness innovated 
for horses.

3.3 i: Tania Galkina *

*A. The emergence of larger more advanced cities 
that were able to accommodate larger 
populations.

*B. A series of invasions that resulted in the mass 
decline of weaker cities.

*C. The city became weak and eventually crumbled 
due to the inability to be agriculturally sustained.

*D. There were very small changes in the structure 
of cities.

Correct Answer: A because after the decline of old cites the revival of  
urban life came with distinct innovations such as the availability of 
reliable transportation and the increase in agricultural commerce led to 
the availability of labor which aided in the growth of urban society
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* Karen Quintana 4th period.
3.3 III  During the post classical period, which 

civilization became more patriarchal?  

*A. Inca Empire

*B. Egypt

*C. Mongols

*D. Russia

The Mongolian empire was patriarchal 
beginning in 1295 when Ilkhan Ghazan 
converted to Islam. This influenced 
many of the Mongols to convert to 
Islam and therefore completely 
changed the gender roles in society.

*

*

*A. African Slavery remained a steady source of profit for trade 
companies

*B. Migrations were still being made by large groups of people

*C. New Technological innovations were constantly being 
invented

*D. Serfdom still a major part of life in Western Europe

*E. Population remained on the rise due to growing agricultural 
surplus

*Answer: D. Serfdom ceased to be a major political force in the 
period, and was mostly eradicated by the 16th Century, thus 
not allowing it to maintain continuity during the whole period.

Andrew Ramirez-Urbina 4th Period 2013

*

A. Global circulation of commodities was able to facilitate the formation of new regional 
markets and financial centers, while enticing more people to migrate and spread their 
culture along with the global exchange of crops and animals.
B. Trans regional and global trade networks enabled the decrease in the migration of 
people and their culture, while making the Western Hemisphere secluded.
C. Through these connections, the spread of germs was carried to the Americas and 
made the indigenous people stronger and able to fight back and reclaim their land.
D. The widespread exchange of crops and animals altered agriculture and decreased 
population growth. 

4.1 Globalizing Networks of Communication and Exchange

Mallika Kolachala 4th period 

Correct Answer: A. The global circulation of goods was able to enable the formation of 
new regional markets and financial centers, further spreading trade and allowing a 
global exchange of crops and animals. This agricultural interchange between different 
societies allowed for the introduction of new crops, which led to an increase in 
population. People were then enticed to migrate and further spread their culture. 
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*

*4.1 I Intensification of regional trade of the Indian Ocean, Mediterranean 
Basin, Sahara Desert, and Eurasia.

Vivyen Vu, 4th period, 2013

A. Mediterranean Basin
B. Eurasia
C. Indian Ocean
D. Sahara Desert 

*Correct Answer: C. The Indian Ocean, an already prominently used trade 
area, lured more trade because it provided a maritime route to Asia, 
which had highly coveted goods, such silk, porcelain, and most 
particularly spices. When these goods were traded through Muslim 
intermediates, prices skyrocketed, so Europeans wanted to decrease 
prices by cutting out the middle man. 

*

A. Advancements in technology supplied explorers 
with more accurate voyages.

B. The intellectual products of The Enlightenment 
called for exploration.

C. Search for resources provoked the desire for 
exploration to increase the country’s wealth.

D. Development of navigational schools provided 
more scholars in the field of sailing.

E. Search for Westward route to Asia caused 
explorers to venture into the North Atlantic

B: The Enlightenment was not until the late Early Modern Period, whereas 
exploration began as early as the 1450’s and it did not produce scholars in 
exploration. 

LINDSEY SHARPE

*

A. Traded goods could now be moved around more easily through brand new 
camels, and this made countries happier with each other, so they would 
spread their joy with the world through goods.

B. Goods would go between countries using new navigational technology found 
while trading with other countries across seas and got rid of the 
hemispherical barrier. For example, goods may go from the Americas to 
China and back.

C. State leaders would use new technological advances to go across regions 
around the world giving their goods away to any state in need.

D. New advances in navigational technology let countries go across oceans and 
large land masses, and chain trading such as the Spaniards would go to 
America and get goods to trade with China and go back to Spain with the 
profit.

E. Countries in battle wanted to rule the world and facilitate trade with their 
new global empire.

D: Trading occurred around the world and did not turn around, but would go 
in a full circle around the world including more than two countries to gain 
extra goods at the end of the cycle.

4.1 IV Global Circulation of Goods

*

A: When first established, the Columbian Exchange brought goods from the Americas to 
the regions of the Eastern Hemisphere.

B: The Columbian Exchange united the economies of global empires by complementing the 
demands of certain regions that did not have the climate or the environment to maintain 
certain desirable commodities.

C: The Columbian Exchange was used to obtain valuable resources such as gold, which was 
a very abundant in the Peruvian Mines of South America.

D: The Columbian Exchange brought many crops such as maize, tobacco, and pepper, from 
European regions to the Americas, increasing their economic dependencies on each other.

E: Coach Hayes was in America, and everyone wanted to trade with him because he’s got 
the goods.

Correct Answer, B: The environments and climates in European regions were not suitable 
to grow certain desirable crops such as sugar cane and tobacco; however, the colonization 
of territories in the Americas allowed for European manufacturers to utilize their 
environment, which was perfect for the development of these crops, which they received 
in exchange for commodities that were exclusively grown in the Eastern Hemisphere.

Brandon Lu, 6th per
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*

A) All three religions spread throughout the Old and New World and became 
accustomed to the beliefs of the local people.
B) All three religions spread throughout at least Afro-Eurasia and became 
accustomed to the beliefs of the local people.
C) All three religions spread throughout Afro-Eurasia, but they all remained the 
same as they spread to other regions.
D) All three religions were split between two sides and the process became very 
drastic and violent.
E) All three religions have a common belief that Coach Hayes is, in fact, the 
dictator of AP World History 

4.1 VI Syncretic religions in the 1450-1750 CE

The correct answer is B. Buddhism remained in Asia (A). All of the religions did go 
through some adaptation to fit the needs of the local people (C). All the religions 
did have some of split, but the Buddhism split was split into three (D). Neither 
Coach Hayes nor the idea of dictatorship had been born yet (E).   

Chris McKinney

*

A. Individualism, classical learning, 
and focus on realism of the natural 
human

B. Splendor and flourish for God; art 
as a weapon for religious wars

C. Triumph of imagination and 
individuality

D. Painting dreams and exploring the 
unconscious

VII. As merchants’ profits increased and governments 
collected more taxes, funding for the visual and performing 
arts, even for popular  audiences, increased.

Correct Answer: A, The Renaissance Era took from the classical 
period’s ideals individualism 

*

A. Due to the objectification of people due to The Slave trade that coincided 
with The Columbian Exchange, people, like the Boers, in places such as 
South Africa saw themselves as superiors and therefore dominated the 
landscape so they could take advantage of the raw materials of the area.

B. Imperialistic countries like Britain took advantage of the already 
established slave trade in North America which only exacerbated the 
standing racial divisions.

C. Racial hierarchy became the source of much strife in Central American 
colonies.

D. Because of the newly-introduced diseases from The Americas, Europeans 
saw the natives as dirty and therefore considered people such as Creoles 
to be lesser because of being part native.

E. All of the above.
Correct Answer: A, In South Africa, the Boers forced out the native 
residents in order to profit from the natural resources of the area, i.e. 
diamonds, which led to racial tensions which would affect the world for 
centuries to come.



A. Slavery which lead to a higher production of crops 
and other raw materials. 

B. Imperialism that expanded territories giving new raw 
materials that allowed for Industrialization to occur.   

C. The Colombian Exchange as new trade items were 
introduced to the market giving more people a chance 
to become involved. 

D. The continuation of peasant labor which left many to 
try and find new ways of making money.    

Answer: B
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A. Competition over trade routes, state rivalries, 
and local resistance 

B. Difficulties incorporating culturally, ethnically, 
and religiously diverse subjects

C. Administrating widely dispersed territories

D. A lack of global networks for trading 

*

D. A lack of global networks for trading because as empires expanded so 
did the global networks. European powers moved into existing trade 
networks and in the Americas a new Atlantic trade system was created.  

Samantha Chen, 4th period, 2013

a. The use of monumental architecture and courtly literature to 
display the ruler’s political power

b. The Manchu policies toward the Chinese which utilized the 
Chinese economic contributions, but limited their ability to 
challenge the Manchu authority.

c. The Songhay promotion of Islam and its religious ideas
d. The Japanese used the salaried samurai to maintain 

centralized control over their populations and resources.
e. Al of these examples are correct

Answer: e
Rulers used methods of displaying the arts, using religious ideas, 
treating different ethnic  and religious groups in utilizable ways, using 
bureaucratic elites and military professionals, and taxing farming to 
legitimize and consolidate their power.

*

A. The Manchus, Mughals, and Russians occupied most parts of 
Central Asia as a result of conquest. 

B. Most of Western Europe established landlocked colonies as 
part of their empires. 

C. The Ottomans rapidly conquered areas like Mesopotamia, 
Africa, and the Byzantine Empire and also became an 
important maritime empire in the Trans-Atlantic.

D. Armed trade, like Zheng He’s armada, were majorly involved 
in global economics.

E. All of the gunpowder empires engaged in conflict with each 
other because of overlapping lands due to conquest. 

Paul Rhee, 4th period, 
2013

Correct answer: D, Trade merchandise traveling across various lands were 
accompanied by large groups of soldiers. These armed traders were used 
primarily for protection, but in Zheng He’s case, his gigantic armada was also 
deployed to boast the Chinese strength. 

Tanner Carter per:04 May 3rd, 2013

4.3.III
*

Answer: C. Local resistance (a) like peasant rebellions would obviously challenge a 
State’s consolidation abilities. Peasants wouldn’t cooperate with the welding of a 
nation because they, more often than not, feel mistreated. This resistance could 
possibly lead to decline. State rivalries (b) would hinder a State’s expansion 
abilities. Conflicts between State’s usually result in large battles, or wars. The 
winner would then hold power over the loser. This, of course, would result in the 
disintegration of the losing country rather than aid their expansion. Competition 
over trade routes (d), too, have the chance to initiate battle, which would then 
lead to the winning side strengthening and the decline of the losing side. Rejection 
of foreign cultures (c), however, could not lessen the possibility of a State 
consolidating. If a State is rejecting the introduction of new ideas and ways of life, 
chances are the government running the State and citizens residing in the State 
are satisfied with the already present culture.
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*

*

A. The amount of trade and markets around the world continually 
increased with increasing competition then expanding interactions 
globally.

B. The industrialized states held more and more power and they expanded 
the land in which they ruled and therefore the colonial powers always 
remained in power.

C. Farmers remained the most popular occupation due to the increase in 
need for food with the increasing population.

D. Patriarchy despite the beginning of women suffrage movements.

E. Due to increase in agriculture migration continually was not common.

Answer:  E. Migrations were greatly popular which was a huge change 
in this time period both within a region and between regions. People 
wanted to move for job opportunities that arose from 
industrialization, and other motives included opposition against 
government as well as escape from poverty

Period 5 intro- Heather Nicholos

A. The creation of a uniform economy across many continents

B. Resistance from those who still supported preindustrial 
economic methods

C. Colonies ruled by European nations became independent 
because of their lack of usefulness as industrialization grew in 
the European states

D. The emergence of global powers such as Great Britain, France, 
and Germany who were equipped with new military technology

Correct Answer: B. Members of governments from some empires 
(Ottoman and Qing) rejected the growth of capitalism and sought 
to maintain preindustrial forms of economy. 

*
directly

Seo ho Park, 
Period 7, 2013

*

*5.1 I Industrialization fundamentally changed how good 
were produced

A. An exploitation on the land and resources surrounding an area via 
the use of colonies

B. A tremendous increase in environmental diseases in industrialized 
countries 

C. Better and faster transportation across land and sea
D. More specialized labor 
E. None of the above

Correct answer: E—The Industrial Revolution caused extreme exploitation of resources 
such as fossil fuels, an increase in environmental diseases due to the close contact of 
people under horrible conditions in the factories, increased transportation due to the 
discovery of fossil fuels, and more specialized labor used in factories to produce more 
products in a more timely fashion. 

Sarah Clark, 4th period 
5.6.13 
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Correct Answer: all of the above, by BIG Ben Kucera, I love coach Hayes

5.1.2   The British, Western European, and North American’s early 
industrialization allowed them to use their tools, technologies, business 
organization, financial influence, and transportation networks to affect 
preindustrial societies in which of the following ways?

A. Caused many lands that possessed natural resources to become
increasingly oriented to exporting raw materials establishing the 
International Division of Labor
B. Encouraged specialization in the production and export of primary goods 
paved the way for economic development and eventual industrialization.
C. Motivated other societies to work toward industrialization
D. Promoted the periphery to export primary products but attract little 
foreign investment and develop little mechanical industry
E.  All of the Above are correct

*

A. In the wake of liberalism-inspired revolutions, companies took advantage of the new 
non state run economies to create large business empires

B. Newly created stock markets allowed all people to buy stocks and take part in trade, 
ultimately supporting larger companies which were more able to create a profit in 
comparison to less powerful companies

C. Companies operating in more than one country dominated single products or 
processes, driving small and local companies out of business while exploiting native 
populations

D. A drive for free market allowed by newfound governmental acceptance of change in 
current economic systems as a result of liberalism helped create transnational 
companies

E. All of the above

F. Pie is not great
* 5.1 III To facilitate investments at all levels of industrial production, financiers developed and expanded 

various financial institutions.

Correct Answer: E, Mill and Smith’s ideas of capitalism and liberalism led to states whose economies were not state run, allowing 
free trade and the greater importance of the individual in supporting companies via buying stock. Large companies used their 
power to form monopolies on products, processes, or industries, and a lack of governmental supervision let them run rampant 
with power. Additionally, pie is delicious. Vikram Varadarajan-5th Per.

*

A. While the steamship, telegraph, and canal technology enabled better management of 
imperial colonies, the railroad remained solely in more developed states.

B. Railroads and steamships drastically reduced transportation time, and along with 
canals, brought regional and world trade networks closer, while the telegraph 
enabled real-time trade and governance of foreign colonies.

C. Canals existed only to facilitate trade, and its development was canceled out by the 
increased speed of steamships. Railroads and telegraph lines were used primarily to 
increase cultural and worldly encounters between states.

D. Railroads, canals, and steamships increased speed of cargo, while the telegraph gave 
way to the telephone and an increase in cultural development.

E. None of these answer choices are correct

Correct Answer: B; Railroads enabled better access to raw materials and Steamships allowed for fast water 
transport, both fueling the industrial revolution; Telegraphs allowed for instantaneous communication that 
facilitated easier organization and trade in colonies, such as India; Canals cut sailing time drastically

* 5.1 IV: There were 
major developments 
in transportation and 
communication.

• Railroads, Steamships, 
Telegraphs, Canals, Mike 
Xu

156

A. Many country mass produced  a single resource to maximize profit.
B. Countries forced the opening-up of trade among previously reclusive 

countries, particularly China. 
C. Due to the development of industrialized cities, agricultural economies 

increased in prosperity because cities could no longer produce food for 
their rapid growing population, which caused them to rely on the 
agricultural supplies of other regions.

D. Extensive mining centers allowed for the acquiring of resources for new 
industrial products.

E. All of these answer choices are results of the Industrial Revolution.

*

Correct Answer: C, Agricultural economies decreased in prosperity due to the 
flooding of people into cities and the advancement of industrialized regions 
causing their decrease in agricultural dependency.

Mackenzie Cown
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* *

*Now let’s have a look at our understanding of 
dates and time periods.

*

Beginnings of agriculture

Beginnings of Bronze Age - early civ’s

Iron Age

Trojan War

*8000 B.C.E. -

*3000 B.C.E. –

*1300 B.C.E. –

*1200 B.C.E.-

*

life of Buddha, Confucius, Lao Tsu (beginnings of 
Confucianism, Buddhism,Taosim)

Greek Golden Age - philosophers.

Alexander the Great

Qin unified China

Beginnings of Christianity

end of Pax Romana

end of Han Dynasty

Roman capital moved to Constantinople

Beginning of Trans-Saharan Trade Routes

Fall of Rome

Justinian rule of Byzantine Empire

6th century 
B.C.E. –

5th C B.C.E. –
323 B.C.E. –
221 B.C.E. –
32 C.E. –

180 C.E. –
220 C.E. –
333 –
4th C –
476 –
527 -
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*
* 632 –
* 732 –

* 1054 –

* 1066 –

* 1071 –

* 1095 -
* 1258 -
* 1271-1295 -
* 1324 -
* 1325-1349 -
* 1347-1348 –

* 1433 -

*Rise of Islam

*Battle of Tours (end of 
Muslim move into France)

*1st Schism in Christian 
Church

*Norman conquest of England

*Battle of Manzikert (Seljuk 
Turks defeat Byz)

*1st Crusade

*Mongols sack Baghdad

*Marco Polo travels

*Mansa Musa’s pilgrimage 

*travels of Ibn Battuta

*Bubonic plague in Europe

*end of Zheng He’s 
voyages/Rise of Ottomans

*

*1453 -

*1488 -

*1492 -

*1502 -

*1517 -

*1521-

*1533-

*1571 –

*1588 –

*1600 -

*1607 -

*1618-1648 -

*1683-

*1689 -

*Ottomans capture Constantinople/End of Hdrd yrs War

*Dias rounded Cape of Good Hope

*Columbus sailed the ocean blue/ Reconquista of Spain 

*Slaves to Americas

*Martin Luther/95 theses

*Cortez conquered the Aztecs

*Pizarro toppled the Inca

*Battle of Lepanto, (naval defeat of Ottomans)

*defeat of the Spanish Armada by the British

*Battle of Sekigahara - beginning of Tokugawa

*foundation of Jamestown

*30 years war

*unsuccessful Ottoman siege of Vienna

*Glorious Revolution/English Bill of Rights

*

*1756-1763 -

*1776 –

*1789 -

*1804 -

*1815 –

*1820s-

*1839 -

*1848 -

*7 years war/French and Indian War

*American Revolution/Smith writes 
Wealth of Nations

*French Revolution

*Haitian independence

*Congress of Vienna

*Independence in Latin America

*1st opium war in China

*European revolutions/Marx & Engles
write Communist Manifesto

*

*1853-

*1857-

*1861-

*1863 –

*1871-

*1885 –

*1898 –

*1899 –

*1905 –

*1910 -1920 –

*1911-

*Commodore Perry opens Japan

*Sepoy Mutiny

*end of Russian serfdom/Italian unification

*Emancipation Proclamation in US

*German unification

*Berlin Conference - division of Africa

*Spanish-American War - US acquires 
Philippines, Cuba, Guam, & Puerto Rico

*Boer War - British in control of South Africa

*Russo-Japanese war

*Mexican Revolution [Hidalgo, Iturbide]

*Chinese Revolution
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*
*1914 –
*1917 –
*1919 -
*1929 –
*1931 –
*1935 –
*1939 –
*1941 -
*1945 -
*1947 –
*1948 –
*1949 -

*WWI begins
*Russian Revolution
*Treaty of Versailles - end of WWI
*stock market crash
*Japanese invasion of Manchuria
*Italian invasion of Ethiopia
*German blitzkrieg in Poland
*Pearl Harbor, entry of US into WWII
*end of WWII
*independence & partition of India
*birth of Israel
*Chinese Communist Revolution

*
*1950-1953 
-

*1954 -
*1956 –
*1959 -
*1962 -
*1967 –
*1973 -
*1979 -
*1987 -
*1989 -
*1991 –
*1994 –
*2001 -

*Korean War

*Vietnamese defeat French at Dien Bien Phu
*de-Stalinization/nationalization of Suez Canal
*Cuban Revolution
*Cuban missile crisis
*6-day war/Chinese Cultural Revolution
*Yom Kippur war
*Iranian Revolution
*1st Palestinian Intifada
*Tiananmen Square/fall of Berlin Wall
*fall of USSR/1st Gulf war
*genocide in Rwanda/1st all race elections in S. 

Africa
*9/11 Attacks

*

*First exam your regional map for AP WORLD HISTORY

*What region is?
*Afghanistan in?

*Egypt in?

*The Antilles?

I have put together a few maps and displays that may be 
helpful in your revisions. . . .

*
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*

Structure of the Test
*The AP World History Exam is divided into two 
sections: 
*multiple choice and free-response essays. 

*Section I of the test is comprised of 70 multiple-
choice questions to be answered in 55 minutes. 

*Section II of the test begins with a ten-minute 
reading period (time to review the documents 
you must use for the first essay question), 
followed by a two-hour period to write three 
essays.

*

*The AP World History 
Exam divides all history 
into five major periods 
from Foundations to the 
present. 

*Of course, these five 
periods cover a huge span 
of time. 

*On the Multiple-Choice 
section of the test, the 
distribution of questions 
is as follows:

Period Percent of 
Questions

Approximate 
Number of 
Questions

Foundations

8000 b.c.e.

To 600 b.c.e.

5% 4

Classical 
Period (600 
B.C.E.-600 
c.e.) 

15% 10

600-1450 20% 13-14

1450-1750 20% 13-14 

1750-1900 20% 13-14 

1900-present 20% 13-14 

Total 70

*

*While the multiple-choice section of the test asks questions 
from each of the above periods, these questions do not 
appear in chronological order. 

*In other words, when you take the multiple-choice part of the 
exam, you'll basically go through cycles from the Foundations 
to the present and so on. 

*

*What is the AP World History Exam really 
testing? 
*In a nutshell: Can you make connections between 
different societies over different periods of time? 
* In other words, for any given period of history, can you explain 

who was doing what? How did what they were doing affect the 
rest of the world? What changed about the society during this 
period of time? 

*To show what you know about world history, keep this 
big-picture perspective in mind as you study and 
answer multiple-choice questions or construct essays. 
*To help you do this, keep an eye out for certain recurring 

themes throughout the different time periods. Specifically, be 
on the lookout for the following:
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*How did people interact with their environment? Why did they live 
where they did? How did they get there? What tools, technology, and 
resources were available to them? How was the landscape changed by 
humans?

*What new ideas, thoughts, and styles came into existence? How did 
these cultural developments influence people and technology (for 
example: new religious beliefs or Renaissance thought)?

*How did different societies get along—or not get along—within a time 
period? Who took over who? How did leaders justify their power? Who 
revolted or was likely to revolt? And were they successful?

*How did economic systems develop and what did they depend on in 
terms of agriculture, trade, labor, industrialization, and the demands 
of consumers?

*Who had power and who did not within a given culture and why? What 
was the status of women? What racial and ethnic constructions were 
present?

Essential Questions

*

*To do well on the multiple-choice section of the 
AP World History Exam, you need to know two 
things: 
*(1) world history (ala Advanced Placement), and 

*(2) how to show that you know world history. 

*One way to prove that you know world history is 
by correctly answering the number of multiple-
choice questions necessary to score 3 or above.

*

*Then why is it that lots of students who know world history 
don't get a great score on the test? 

*Could it be because there are 70 questions to answer in 55 
minutes? 

*Or is it because they know the history but don't know how to 
wade through the answer choices efficiently?

*Students often don't perform to the best of their ability on 
the AP World History Exam because in addition to knowing the 
history, they need to know how to analyze the questions, get 
rid of the bad answer choices, and find the correct answer in 
a short period of time. 
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*

*To score your best on the multiple-choice section of this test, 
you first need to remember the following rules:

*There is no such thing as a "guessing penalty"; rather, there is a 
guessing reward.

*Finishing is not the goal; accuracy is.

*Three out of every Four answer choices you read are wrong.

*

*The AP World History Exam does not contain 
what is commonly called a guessing penalty. 

*On all multiple-choice questions, you will need 
to guess on the questions you are not certain 
about

*BUT FIRST answer all questions you are 
comfortable with

*THEN go back and eliminate answer choices to 
make sure you are certain of at least two 
possibilities

*In fact, taking smart guesses can substantially 
increase your raw score on the multiple-choice 
section of the test.

*You should take your best guess as long as you can eliminate 
even one answer choice. Guess aggressively!

*Guessing also raises your score because it saves you time. 
*Seventy questions in 55 minutes is a lot. it's about 45 seconds per 

question. How can you possibly answer that many questions in 
that period of time? Two ways: Guess and Go, or Don't.

*

* Consider the following thought 
processes of two AP World History 
test takers on the following 
question:

1. Signed in 1215 C.E., England's 
Magna Carta was a document that
(A) increased the wealth of the           
European nobility
(B) intensified the conflict between 
the church and state
(C) established England as a 
monarchy under King Richard
(D) guaranteed individual liberties 
to all men
(E) contained articles that were the 
foundation for modern justice

Student One Student Two

The Magna Carta—I know it 
was that charter -England in 
the 1200s that made the king 
accountable for his actions so 
the answer can't be (A) 1 . who 
was that king? Was it John? I 
think so. That gets rid of(C). 
Now, is it more accurate to say 
the original document 
guaranteed individual Liberties
to all men or that some of the 
articles became foundations 
for modern justice. Individual 
liberties for all 
men...hmmm...foundations for 
modern justice. Both sound 
possible. Was it liberties for ' 
men? I thought so but maybe 
not or not all men or not at the 
time. Did the Magna Carta 
influence modern justice? I 
think so but in what way 
exactly? Could it be described 
as foundational to modern 
Justice? Hmmm....

The Magna Carta—that charter in 
England in the 1200's that made 
the king accountable for his 
actions. Cross off (A), cross off(B). 
The king was... John...yeah, King 
John. That gets rid of(C). 
(D)...hmmm...did the Magna Carta
guarantee individual liberties to all 
men? Maybe, not sure so leave it. 
(E)...did it contain articles that 
became foundations of modern 
justice? Could have. Guaranteed 
for all men or foundations of 
modern justice? I'm not sure, but I 
think (D) is too strong—
guaranteed/or all men. I'll guess 
(E).

Next question. The printing press 
was invented by Gutenberg 
sometime near the Reformation. 
Cross off (A) and (D)...
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*In the previous scenario, Student One continues 
to deliberate between (D) and (E) while Student 
Two goes on to the next question. 
*What's the difference? 

*Student Two did all the work he could, considered the 
remaining options, then took a smart guess and moved on. 

*Student One did all the work he could, then got stuck trying to 
make a decision between the two remaining options. 

*As the test progresses, Student One will lag 
further and further behind Student Two, not 
because he knows less world history, but 
because he is less willing to take that guess and 
move on. 

*To do well on the AP World History Exam, you 
need to do what you can but then be willing to 
take your best guess and move on to the next 
question.

*

*This is not to imply that rushing through the test 
is the goal. 

*In fact, focusing on finishing the section is the 
wrong goal all together. 

*Your goal on the multiple-choice section of the 
AP World History Exam is to work accurately and 
efficiently. 
*Do the questions you can correctly so that you can 
earn a solid raw score. 

*To do so, you may never even attempt some of the 
questions.

*
*Every time you read an AP World History Exam 
question, remember that three of the four 
answer choices you are reading are wrong. 

*Use the Process of Elimination (POE) to get rid 
of what you know is wrong as you go through the 
choices. 

*Then deal with any answer choices you have 
left. 

*For most questions you will be able to eliminate 
two to three answer choices relatively quickly. 

*That leaves you with two choices to consider 
and then take a smart guess between. 

*

*If you can't eliminate any answers, it's best to 
skip the question altogether. 

*Mark these skipped questions in some distinctive 
way so that you can come back to them later if 
you have time, and make sure you leave a space 
on your answer sheet. 

*Always keep in mind that the multiple-choice 
section is difficult, if not impossible, for most 
students to finish. Focus on accuracy as you 
work through this section.
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*

Take a look at a sample AP World History Exam question:

3. When the Europeans arrived in sub-Saharan Africa in 
the 1400's and 1500's, the African slave trade was

(A) just beginning
(B) an institution the Europeans had to establish
(C) well established and about 500 years old

(D) still under the control of Muslim traders
(E) not economically viable and did not interest the 

Europeans

*

*First you must make sure that you understand what the 
question is asking.

*Read the sample question again. 

*What is it really asking? 

* If you are having trouble figuring it out, answer the questions 

* When?, Who?, What? 

* For example, in the above question about slave trade, you can answer the 
following:

*When? 1400-1599

*Who?   Europeans and sub-Saharan Africa

*What? Slave trade 

*Then, rephrase the question so that it is clear to you.

*What was up with the African slave trade in the 1400-1500 
period?

*

*Once you've rewritten the question, take a 
moment to call up the relevant history that you 
know. 

*If it is a topic you know well, it will be easy to 
come up with an answer. 
*If you can't come up with a full answer, think of a few 
key points that you do know about the topic. 

*Here's an example of what you might know about the 
slave trade from 1400-1500.
* It already existed in both Africa and Europe, so it wasn't new.

*If you can't answer the question completely, you 
can still use what you do know to get rid of 
wrong answer choices using the Process of 
Elimination.
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*

*Even if you do not know exactly what was going on with the 
slave trade in the 1400's and 1500's, you can use the little you 
do know to eliminate wrong answer choices. 

*Remember to read each answer choice with a critical eye, 
looking for what makes it wrong. 

*Cross off the choices that you know are wrong; leave ones 
that you are uncertain about or you think are right.

*

*Once you've narrowed down the choices as far as you can, 
take a guess. 

*As you learned, the guessing reward rewards students who 
are willing to take smart guesses throughout the test.

*If you use POE to get rid of choices that you know are wrong 
and then take a smart guess from among the remaining 
answer choices, you will score your personal best on this test.
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*What to Bring
http://www.collegeboard.com/student/testing/ap/exday.html

*What to Bring
http://www.collegeboard.com/student/testing/ap/exday.html

*Several (3+) sharpened No. 2 pencils (with 
erasers) for all multiple-choice answer 
sheets. 

*Black or dark-blue ballpoint pens (3+) for 
free-response questions in most exams. 

*Your school code (will be provided for you). 

*A watch (with the hourly alarm OFF): there 
are clocks in the activity center, tho. 

*Your social security number/FTE number 
for identification purposes. 

*What NOT to Bring*What NOT to Bring
*Books, white out fluid, dictionaries, highlighters.
*Rulers and straightedges. 
*Scratch paper (notes can be made on portions of the 
exam booklets and in ALL of the FRQ booklet). 

*Typewriting equipment, computers, or calculators. 
*Watches that beep or have an alarm. 
*Portable listening or recording devices -- even with 
headphones -- or photographic equipment. 

*Beepers, cellular phones, or personal digital 
assistants (PDAs). (Communication with other APers
in other schools….) 

*Clothing (t-shirts, for example) with subject-related 
information. 

*Peter Stearns, et al

*Other Reminders/Hints*Other Reminders/Hints
*Overall: M/C & FRQ each ½ of grade.

*M/C: 70 questions in 55 minutes, 4 choices
*NO points off for incorrect, none for blank.

*FRQ:
Part A: DBQ

Part B: CCOT

Part C: Comp.

You will receive ALL of them at 
once in a green book.  Order for 
answering them and time 
management is up to you. (2:10 
total: 50, 40, 40 minutes 
respectively)

DO DBQ 1st, then pick 

the next essay based on what you 
are most comfortable with.

*Other Reminders/Hints*Other Reminders/Hints
*Free Response Questions: Asset model

*Make a jot list immediately
*Focus on the question and what it 

SPECIFICALLY asks (task, time frame)

*Thesis: an easy point!

*Past tense:

*Objectivity is a must
*If verrrry short on time, quickly write 

what you know (or think you know); 
style…?

*NO bullet points

*REVIEW THE RUBRICS!!!
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POV:
Why did the 
author write the 
doc?

What might 
cause one to 
question the 
doc’s objectivity 
or accuracy?

Consider subject 
& relation of 
author’s gender, 
nationality, race, 
class, religion, 
etc; date; source

Keywords:

“point of 
view”

“an 
additional 
document 
that might be 
helpful in 
answering 
the 
question”

Important:
•Note change AND 
continuity over 
time

•Note the time 
frame/ 
periodization
•Key Words…
•“… continued 
to…”
•“___ remained…”
•“… changed 
from/to…”

•Keywords

•both

•similarly

•as in…

•unlike

•in contrast

•conversely

•however

• …on the 
other hand..

*OTHER 
REMINDERS/HINTS

*OTHER 
REMINDERS/HINTS*SLEEP

*WATER/FOOD

*STRETCH, TOO

*TIME: GETTING HERE AND BEING 
THERE

*BY 7:45 AM


